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MSU BASKETBALL: Racers Fend Off Panthers' Rally, Face Austin Peay Saturday, Page 8A
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Rudolph relishes ride on '03 campaign trail
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Robbie Rudolph is blazing the
campaign trail as he works his way
across the state as a lieutenant governor candidate With Republican
gubernatorial hopeful Rebecca
Jackson.
Since this
111campaign
started neartwo
ly
months ago,
the Murray
businessman
has traveled
lloolooky
many miles
l000llIcao meeting peoand
Gubernatorial ple
encouraging
Primary
them to vote
for him and Jackson in the May
Republican primary.
"Tbis is a big state to cover," he
said Tuesday. "I was told I would
meet a lot of good people, and I
have."
The owner of Rudolph's Tire.
Rudolph announced he would be
Jackson's running mate in early
January. This is his first jump into
the campaign pool, while Jackson,
on the other hand, was the first
woman to be elected to the judgeexecutive position in Jefferson

Don Bell; and State Rep. Steve
Nunn and Bob Heleringer.
In the Democratic primary race
are Attorney General Ben Chandler,
Harlan County's Otis Hensley,
Louisville businessman Bruce
Lunsford, and House Speaker Jody
Richards.
Rudolph said campaigning could
be overwhelming if he didn't
believe in the honest, conservative
change that Jackson stands for.
"We're a partnership, Rebecca
and I." he said. "If we don't (win), I
don't think the state will be any better:*
Rudolph is already looking ahead
to areas he wants to work on after
elected, and says education is a priority.
"I think the state of education is
Robbie Rudolph
heading in the right direction," he
Murray businessman
said.
Lt. Governor candidate
One of the changes he would like
County and the first Republican to to see happen is allowing the districts to have more of a decision in
hold that office in 20 years.
Jackson and Rudolph are squar- what they do with state-awarded
ing off against a full slate of guber- money.
"I think we need to put more
natorial challengers. On the GOP
side, there are U.S. Rep. Ernie flexibility in those dollars and let the
Fletcher and his running mate schools decide what's best for
Hunter Bates, a longtime campaign them," he said.
Rudolph said if he were to sum
manager for U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell; State Sen. Virgil Moore up his experience campaigning so
of Leitchfield and his running mate, far, he would say it has been hum-

Le
RALLYING SUPPORT ... Kentucky GOP gubernatorial candidate Rebecca Jackson. right, and
running mate Robbie Rudolph, second from left, speak at a recent rally at Dwain and Mary
Taylor's home. Also shown are Genevieve Adams. left, and Bill Adams of Adams Construction.
"The response has been so over-

for the cause and that s ‘shat 1 stand
for."

Snow days dealt
with on local level

8-month
operation
nets arrests

By BRANDI WILLIAMS

Staff Writer

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
An eight-month undercover
investigation by the Murray Police
Department and the Tr -County
Drug Task Force has resulted in the
arrest of several Murray individuals
on charges ranging from organized
crime to conspiracy to commit murder.
MPD detectives and patrol officers began serving arrest warrants
handed down by a Calloway
County Grand Jury Monday. Four
individuals have already been
arrested, and MPD Detective Capt.
Eddie Rollins said more arrests
relating to the investigation will be
made.
"We've still got several individuals with basically these same
charges that we're picking up," he
said Tuesday. "Once we get them
all picked up, maybe we can elaborate a little more on it."

The amount ot school students
have had to miss all over the state
has not gone unnoticed by legislators.
During the most recent sessions
of the General Assembly, the House
passed a bill that would allow five
"disaster days" the students would
not have to make up. Teachers
would have to report for training.
The amended bill was tacked on
to another bill to increase the stopping distance'for buses at railroad
crossings. The bill passed 94-0 but
now has to be passed by the Senate.
Local superintendents are pot
jumping fro joy just yet.
Calloway Superintendent Larry
Salmon said he was not going to
even consider the bill until it passes
both houses.

"We are open to every option at
this point." Saimon said. "We ate
not literally going to do anything
until it passes."
Independent
Murray
Superintendent Dale Reid said
Murray might not be affected at all
because it was his understanding the
bill was designed for schools who _
missed 10 days or more.
"Right now, we are sitting on
seven,:' Reid said. "For us, right
now, it is insignificant."
Because of last week's snowy
weather, the schools tacked on a few
more days for students at Murray
and Calloway. Calloway County
School district was originally slated
to end the school year on May 22
but now will be calling an end to the
year on June 5. with closing day to
III See Page 2A
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CHECKING UNDER THE HOOD ... Murray Electric System's Dean Arnold removes the top of
one of the aerial lamps inside the Murray-Calloway County Park Tuesday afternoon. Arnold
was making sure the wiring was intact with the help of a cherry picker device that lifted him
from an MES truck to the lamp.
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By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Cash Centers, the associate
director of operations for the
Kentucky Division of Emergency
Management, realizes that the western part of the state can be too often
overlooked. In the area of homeland
security, though. the area has quickly become a priority.
Centers was on the Murray State
University campus to present
Consequence
• vs.
"Crisis
Management,- a look at how the
duties of Kentucky's emergency
responders has changed in the post9/11 world that now features the
very real danger of biological and.
chemical warfare.
"It's'added a whole new dimen" .said
Sion, .there's no doubt:
Centers, who fook over his position
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in April 1999. In the emergency
management business, we typically
only worried about the response.
Now we have to worry about what
generated that response."
Kentucky's First Region recently
received $650,000 to assemble
Hazmat One, a team of emergency
responders from around the region
who would be called upon in cases
of major biological disasters. The
establishment of such teams around
the state coincides with the
Department of Justice's increased
emphasis on homeland security.
Centers said western Kentucky
was the first area of the state to
receive funding for such, a team
because the potential to respond
large-scale biological disasters in

IN See Page 3A
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Influence got Conner friend promoted

•Arrests ...
From Front
The first warrant was served
Monday on Joseph Tidwell, 22.
While arresting. Tidwell, officers
discovered metkunphetamine in his
pockets. Two others were also
arrested at Tidwell's residence.
Follow ing Tidwell's arrest,
search warrant for his residence was
obtained. During the search,
approximately 45 marijuana plants
were found kr.rov.ing under Iirhts in
Ntl RRAY
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the attic. Rollins did not reveal
Tidwell's address, other thatV to say
he was (rom Murray.
. Tidwell was charged with engaging in organized.cnrne; conspiracy
to commit murder; conspiracy to
traftic a controlled substance
4meth); conspiracy to manufacture
meth; first-degree possession of a
controlled substance (meth); second-degree possession of drug paraphernalia; third-degree possession
of a controlled substance; and cultivation of marijuana (over five
plants).
Others arrested on grand jury
indictments were:
• Leroy James Ezell, 29, was
charged with engaging in-organized
crime; conspiracy to commit mur-

der; conspiracy to traffic a controlled substance (meth); conspiracy
to manufacture meth, and cultivation of marijuana (over five plants).
• Donald Devinney, 32,• was
charged with conspiracy to traffic a
controlled substance (meth).
• Shawn Cannon, 19, was
charged with conspiracy to traffic a
controlled substance (meth).
Rollins said the current arrests
and the impending ones had to do
with the activities of an organized
group, but he would not elaborate
on any further details. He said
future arrests would also most likely involve residents with Murray
addresses.
Those arrested were processed
and lodged in the Calloway Jail.

very, very important," Patton said at a news conference.
The cabinet's inspector general, Bobby Russell, said
Patton was not questioned for the report. Patton said he
would have been willing to answer questions if asked.
Russell said the report will go to Transportation
Secretary James Codell for whatever action Codella
deems necessary.
Clark, reached at his home in Clinton, declined to
comment.
Vehicle Enforcement is a pin of the Transportation
Cabinet. Agency officials previously said Clark got the
promotion on his merits, not as a result of pressure from
the governor's office or from Tina Conner, who was one
of Patton's patronage contacts as well as his mistress.
Bobby Russell said Clark has since been demoted.
He said Clark might also be charged with breaking an
internal rule against "solicitation for personal advancement."

Murray duo arrested on
drug charges here Monday
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Two...M.urrity _residents were arrested...earix..Monday morning on drug
charges as the result of an undercover investigation.
Detectives with the Murray Police Department served a search warrant
on a Post Oak Drive residence Monday at approximately 5 a.m. During the
search, detectives found amounts of methamphetamine, marijuana and drug
paraphernalia.
Arrested following the search were Dina Smith, 46, and Kevin Troyer,
19. Smith was charged with first-degree possession of a controlled substance
(meth), possession of marijuana and second-degree possession of drug paraphernalia.
Troyer was charged with possession of marijuana and possession of drug
paraphernalia. Both he and Smith were processed and lodged in the
Calloway County Jail.
Assisting the MPD with the search warrant were the Marshall County
S.R.T. team and the Tri-County Drug Task Force.

Dover woman injured
after 2-vehicle accident
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Tennessee woman was admitted to Vanderbilt Medical Center
Monday following a two-vehicle
accident in Calloway County.
According to a Calloway County
Sheriff's Office report, Rebecca A.
Page, 22, Dover, Tenn., was
attempting to pass Joseph Beard Jr.,
43, New Concord, while traveling
north on Ky. 121 South when her
vehicle clipped the front left side of
his vehicle. Page then lost control of
her vehicle, skidding 147 feet before

striking the bridge railing at Clayton
Creek.
According to the sheriff's office,
a witness behind the two vehicles
reported that Beard would speed up
every time Page attempted to pass
him. Beard was not charged with
anything, but Page was cited for
driving without an operator's
license and for driving with no
insurance.
A spokesperson for Vanderbilt
said Page is currently listed as being
in a non-intensive care bed at the
hospital.

Do you know there are
over 6,000 CASH BALL
winners daily?

Jackie Mullins
$2,000 WINNER

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Gov. Paul Patton influenced the promotion of a vehicle-enforcement officer
ho befriended the woman with
whom Patton had an affair. the
Transportation Cabinet said in a
report Thesday.
Patton called the commander of
the state Division of Vehicle
Enforcement to recommend that he
consider the officer, Monty Clark, for
a new sergeant's slot. The call "did
affect his decision to create the posiConner
tion," the report said.
Patton said he did not remember making the call,
"but I don't deny it." He said he routinely passes along
suggestions of constituents. even "people I meet on the
street."
"People having input to the bureaucra'cy, we think, is
f

Sarah Taylor
$200 000 WINNER

With
all these
WINNERS,
You Oughta
be Playing!

JOHN WRIGHT Ledger & Times photo
GO FLY A KITE! ... Tuesday, the Mayfield family of Michael Rounds came to Murray to run
some errands. However, with warm air prevalent, along with a stiff wind, Rounds and his
family decided to take adVantage of the conditions before heading back home. Here, Michael
Rounds guides one of two kites the family took to one of the baseball fields at Chestnut Park
as wife Julie and son Johnathan, 4. try to fly their own kite.

III Snow Days
From Front
be June 6.
Salmon said he tried not to think
about how late in the year students
will be making up days when its
time to decide whether to call off
school for bad weather.
"It is a hard decision," Salmon

• • •

said. "I have to put safety as my ing intersession. The students will
already be finishing out that week
very first priority."
Murray- -Independent School for previous snow make-up days.
"If we miss another day. we'll
District, however, has decided to
add another day to their interses- take that Monday (of that week),"
Mills said. "And if we have to take
sion.
Assistant Superintendent Eleanor another we'll use Memorial Day. I
Mills said students will attend , hope we don't have to use another
school on Tuesday, March 25, duR one.

Jill Sanford
$2,001 WINNER

Lester Patton, Sr.
$2,000 WINNER

Roy Webster
$2,000 WINNER

Are your symptoms of Chronic Bronchitis (or COPO) getting worse?
If so, we need volunteers of at least 40 years old for a research study
involving an investigational regimen of an oral antibiotic If you are
experiencing symptoms such as increased mucus(phlegm)or
increased difficulty breathing, you may qualify to participate.

Rodriguez Leguizamo
$2 000 WINNER

All qualified participants will receive, at no cost.
• Study-related physical exams
• Study-related medical care
• Study medication
For more information, contact:

LOTTERY

www.kylottery.com

Primary Care Research
Primary Core Medical Center
300 S. 8th St., Suite 480W
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5732 or 800-932-2122
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Administration says it is time to
'stand up and be counted' on Iraq
By BARRY SCHWBID
AP Diplomatic Writer
WASHINGTON '(AP) — With
no assurance of the outcome, the _
Bush administration says it is time
for the 15 nations on the U.N.
Security
Counci4
to
"stand up and
be counted" on
using force to
disarm Iraq.
s
A
President Bush
senior
and
American
diplomats
to
labored
Bush
round up votes
at the United Nations and in world
capitals. Secretary of State Cohn
Powell said "nobody really knows
who has the votes until the votes are
taken."
Bush also met with congressionbreakfast
over
leaders
al
Wednesday. They left the White
House without talking to reporters.
Powell told RTL television of
Germany on Tuesday that "the
United States feels it is appropriate
to move forward with a vote in the
absence of compliance on the part of
Saddam Hussein and the Iraqi
regime."
Bush talked by telephone to
Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee
of India and President Hosni
Mubarak of Egypt while Powell

directed his ;telephone diplomacy
toward Foreign Minister Luis
Ernesto Derbez of Mexico and also
talked to two supporters, Foreign
Minister Ana Palacio of Spain and
Foreign Secretary Jack Straw of
Britain.
Powell's spokesman, Richard
Boucher, said meanwhile, that "we
have emphasized the importance for
members of the Security Council to,
stand up and be counted" and to
reaffirm the resolution adopted last
November that warned Iraq of serious consequences if it did not disann.
The Army's oldest armored division, "Old lronsides," got orders to
head for the Persian Gulf as the total
of U.S. land, sea and air forces
arrayed against Iraq or preparing to
deploy neared 300,000.
The commander who would lead
the war, Gen. Tommy Franks, met at
the Pentagon
with Defense
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld and
was to consult with Bush at the
White House on Wednesday.
American war planners still hope
the Turkish parliament will reverse
itself and permit the deployment of
62,000 U.S. troops to pave the way
for an invasion of Iraq from the
north.
The payoff for Turkey would be a
say in northern Iraq. a stronghold of
the Kurds, and a $15 billion aid
package from the United States.
Still, Powell said if the parlia-

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State University
News Bureau released additional
information to clarify some media
reports concerning an alleged sexual assault that occurred in one of the
university's dormitories this past
weekend.
According to information provided by MSU News Bureau Manager
Sherry McClain, the alleged incident involved three white males
entering a female student's
unlocked room in the co-educational White College dormitory at
approximately 12:30 a.m. Saturday.
The three men allegedly entered
the room and undressed and fondled
the female. She resisted and
screamed, and the three males left
the room. The female alleged that
her wrist was scratched during the
incident.
The assault was reported
Saturday afternoon. Two of the men
were described as thin, while the
other was described as being heavy.
The female also said one of the
males had a beard, another had
hazel eyes, and all three were wearing baseball caps.
MSU public safety officers are
continuing to gather information,
and university officials have met
with students on campus to remind

•••••• •••••

•••••
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them of security procedures. The
news bureau also said security

watches have also been heightened.

Puryear
Baptist Church

From Front .
this end of the state simply did not
match up with other parts of
Kentucky.
"We wanted to make sure all the
teams were truly regional," he said.
"We have the responsibility to provide a rson in Murray with the
same pt.teCtion as somebody in
Louisville. That's the way it should
be."
Response protocol can be broken
down into federal, state and local
levels. In a federal situation, the FBI
has immediate authonty, while the
Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) would defer to
them. Kentucky State Police would
have jurisdiction over the state's
emergency responders, and the local
level would be under the control of
the local emergency manager and
law enforcement.
"The reality of life is that the first
response is still the first response —
it's going to happen here," Centers

said. "The local people are going to down to this end of the state as
respond. and those people do need much as we should."
to be equipped to do that."
Once equipped, though. emergency responders must tovtununicate; a problem thaCagencies everywhere are still working on. In fact,
he described response situations as
places where "uncomfortable QM- •
cials meet in unaccustomed surroundings to play unfamiliar roles
making unpopular decisions in
much too little time."
"That is a very true statement,"
Centers added. "We bring people
together who don't get together
nearly as often as they should to
make life and death decisions." .
Centers said he believes thiS end
of the state is set up pretty well to
handle mass emergencies, but also
admits that it needs greater help
from the state level than it has
received in the past.
"I'm really happy to come down
here," he said. "In the emergency
management business, we don't get

Read all
\
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news
• that hits
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Subscribe to the
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FREE COLLEGE
INFORMATION NIGHT
For adults beginning
or returning to college to
earn an undergraduate degree

Downtown
Haze(
March 1-16

Find out about:
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• lewelry

Careers
Financial Aid
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Evening and Online Classes
Campus Resources to Help Students
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Dave Ramsey's
Financial Peace

Murray

Oyen
'Mon-Sat. w am Sun. 1-4:3o p.m.

MURRAY "1,111 t

LIVE VIA SATELLITE
SAT., MARCH 8 11:30 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M.
Christian Comedian Andy Andrews
will open the event at 11:30 a.m.

Continuing
Education

TM,

Academic
Outreach

300 Main Street
Hazel, Kentucky

Murray State University is an equal education and
employment opportunity M/F/D/AA employer.

Tickets $19
Tickets may be purchased by calling (731)247-3782,
at the church office, 10060 Hwy. 641 N. Puryear or
at the door the day of the event.
Financial Peace is based on solid principlesfrom a Christian
perspective. Learn how to make a budget work, how to become
and stay debt-free and hoW to invest with confidence.
For More Information Call (731)247-3782 or
e-mail PuryearBaptistChurch@yahoo.com
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mcn
opposed "we liave
Alternative plans that will allow us .
to conduct any military operations
That the president might order.
"We'll still be able to accomplish
our mission," he declared.
While U.S. officials are not
attempting a head count, a majority
of the Security Council appears to
prefer extending U.N. weapons
inspections.
The White House and Powell left
open the possibility that the administration would not seek a U.N. vote
if the measure appeared to be
doomed.
"The vote is desirable. It is not
necessary," presidential spokesman
An Fleischer said.
And Powell said that after
weapons inspectors Hans Blix and
Mohamed ElBaradei report on
Friday he would consult with other
nations over the weekend.
"And then early next week we'll
make a judgment on what we have
heard and whether it's time to put
the resolution up to a vote."
One option under serious consideration was Bush giving Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein a final
ulti turn, perhaps with a shortte
de
e, in an address next
Two senior White House
officials said, on condition of
anonymity, stressed that a variety of
options were under consideration
and that they depended on the outcome of the debate in the council.

Additional information released about alleged assault
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WashingtonToday

Women
in Politics
U.S. lags behind
Europe in that regard
By WILL LESTER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — While
it's the pre-eminent nation in technology, a superpower intent on
exporting democracy, the United
States lags far behind "Old Europe"
and some Third World countries
when it comes to electing women to
high political office.
Consider these facts:
—There are 31 women living
today who are now or have been
president or prime minister of their
countries. None is American.
—The United States trails
almost five dozen other countries in
the percentage of women in their
national legislative bodies.
—This country's percentage of
women in Congress is 14 percent,
only slightly higher than the 10 percent a decade ago. Sweden's parliamentary body .is 45 percent female.
—While women in the United
States made significant progress
entering politics in the 1970s and
1980s, that largely has stalled over
the past decade.
Women are not making progress
in state legislatures, younger
women are not entering the political
field in numbers to guarantee gains,
and some who succeeded in politics
at the state level had to leave
because of term limits.
"We're behind and we have to
catch up," said Marie Wilson, president of the White House Project,
•which seeks to increase the number
of women in political office. The
organization is holding a strategy
session Monday in Washington.
There are now 14 women in the
Senate and 59 in the House. Six
governors are women, as are 17
lieutenant governors.
Ruth Mandel, director of the
Eagleton Center for Politics at
Rutgers University, notes there are
some signs of progress, especially
the appointment of women to post
such as secretary of state, attorney
general and national security adviser in the past decade.
And 1992 was dubbed "the year
of the woman" in politics because
women made major gains in
Congress a year after Anita Hill
talked about sexual harassment by
Supreme Court nominee Clarence
Thomas before the Senate Judiciary

Committee.
"Women had been coming into
the system for a couple of
decades," Mandel said, "and had
moved up and were prepared to be
the candidates."
But activists say they are concerned about the pace of progress,
the limited interest in politics
among younger women and the situation in state legislatures where
the percentage of women — about
one in five — has not changed
appreciably over the past decade.
"What we're seeing at the state
legislative level over the last four
elections is stagnation and that is a
prObtem," said Debbie Walsh,
director of the Center for American
Women in Politics, also at Rutgers.
She said term limits are taking
their toll by pushing out women
who are just gaining legislative seniority.
"We're losing women every
year," Walsh said. "We have a lot of
work to do just to stay in the same
place."
In the area of political equality
among men and women, countries
in Europe and elsewhere retain an
edge on the United States.
"The whole notion of social
equality if pretty firmly embedded
in the European culture," said
Laura Liswood, a co-founder of the
White House Project.
Activists say many parliamentary systems around the world are
set up to include more women, both
with quotas and proportional representation for political parties.
"We have a very unfriendly system in this country for out-of-power
groups," Liswood said.
The emergence of new local
political groups that recruit women
candidates has given activists new
hope that the movement will regain
its momentum.
The bigger question is whether
women still see entering politics as
the best way to achieve their goals,
Mandel said.
"I worry whether young women
are dreaming about politics in the
way that when this movement started, we were inspired to dream."
Will Lester covers politics and
pollsfor The Associated Press,
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The third method
By TODD DUVALL

Syndicated Columnist
FRANKFORT — Most who
studied civics in school — back in
the days when they actually taught
students how their government
operates — learniki there are only
two ways to bring an end to a law
on the Kentucky statute books:
Have it declared unconstitutional
by the courts or have it repealed by
a majority vote of the General
Assembly.
Add to those two a third method
devised by the Republican majority
in the Kentucky Senate: Simply
refuse to appropriate funds to support a particular statute.
The new method of choice for
eliminating laws 22 Republican
senators don't like began last year
with their refusal to approve a $14
billion state budget that contained
$6 million to support the law that
provides for partial public financing
of gubernatorial elections.
When the Democratic majority
in the House of Representatives
refused to go along, the result was
that, for the first time in history.
Kentucky government has operated
— to this day — without a budget
on the statute books. And the budget now being negotiated between
the House and Senate won't have a

AgreeOrNot
dime for partial public financing of
this years election since House
Democrats caved in to the Senate
demands.
The result will be the most
expensive gubernatorial election in
Kentucky history notwithstanding a
statute that provides otherwise.
At the same time the General
Assembly was reforming ,
Kentucky's campaign financing
laws, a majority of the House and
Senate decided it would be best to
require a runoff primary if one candidate in either party failed to get at
least 40 percent of the vote in that
primary.
Since Kentucky Republicans
rarely fielded one serious candidate
for governor let along two or three,
the runoff was aimed at usually
crowded Democratic primaries that
had a habit of choosing a gubernatorial nominee with less than 40
percent of the support of the party's
voters.
This year, of course, the
Republican Party has three solid
candidates running for governor,
and evidently the 22 Senate
Republicans are fearful that the

winner won't be able to garner 40
percent of GOP ballots. So the
Senate budget approved last week
simply eliminates state funding for
county election officials to count
the ballots in any runoff primary.
And that Senate budget, for all
intents and purposes, eliminates the
lieutenant governor as any kind of
effective political or governmental
force in Kentucky state government.
That budget provides only for a
lieutenant governor's $91,000
salary and job benefits. It completely eliminates his staff, his residence, his car and his security
detail.
There's a little evidence that
House Democrats will take a stand
to keep the current lieutenant governor housed, staffed, transported
and secured.
Total savings are $1.5 million in
a $14 billion budget.
This is not the way to make substantive changes in Kentucky government, either in the way
Kentucky elects governors or in the
way Kentucky provides for gubernatorial succession.

.0.14

If the runoff primary is to be
ended, it should be ended in the
same way it was created — with
100 members of the House of
Representatives and all 38 members
of the Senate voting on the issue. If
a bill to end the runoff cannot get
50 votes in the House and 20 votes
in the Senate, it should fail.
And if there are solid reasons for
eliminating the job of lieutenant
governor — and they are numerous
— then the House and Senate
should pass a constitutional amendment to that effect and send it to the
people to decide.
In effect, out of a total of 138
elected legislators in the General
Assembly, 22 of them are deciding
how Kentuckians will choose their
next governor at the same time they
are undermining a constitutional
official who stands the proverbial
heartbeat away from assuming the
most powerful office in the commonwealth.
That's not the way the legislative
process in a representative democracy is supposed to operate. At least
it wasn't back in the Dark Ages
when they taught civics in school.
Todd Duvall is an editorial writer
for The State Journal newspaper in
Frankfort.

OurReadersWrite
To the Editor,
Predatory lending has been a controversial
subject in the legislature and among a small but
growing number of informed citizens across the
state. People know that folks are being fasttalked into bad loans and that many are losing
their homes as a result. Past that basic knowledge, the terminology gets in the way and only
the lawyers and bankers seem to understand
about "yield spread premiums," "assignment of
risk,""APR triggers," etc.
This makes the issue so incomprehensible
that the average person is not going to spend the
time to fully understand it. AARP is backing a
bill, HB 240, that is going nowhere because the
bankers say it is too restrictive. The *kers are
backing a bill, HB 287, that they say is a first
step to solving the problem, and that we say
doesn't go nearly far enough.
Both bills revolve around the issues of triggers and restrictions, or more simply, where you
draw the line and what happens if you -cross it.
Where the line is drawn is determined by the
amount of interest and how much is being
charged in poirits and fees on a home loan."
Neitherbill limits the amount of interest or
points and fees that can be charged. They just
say if you go over a certain amount if you cross
that line, then the restrictions in the bill apply.
So there are really two issues: where you
draw the line and what penalties are incurred if
you cross the line. The two bills are quite different on both points.
Under the AARP bill, the current interest line
would be around II percent. That is 6 percent
above the current U.S. Treasury Security Rate.
The points and fee limit would be more than 4
percent of the loan. If a loan charges more than
either of those figures, then the penalties or
restrictions would go into effect on that loan. .
Under the banker's bill, the interest line and
poinis and fee line would be much higher, at 8

Other nations will have the nuclear power.
percent above the U.S. Treasury Security Rate,
We may pass resolutions, conduct inspections,
bringing the trigger up to 15 percent interest and
wage warfare to destroy their nuclear potential,
more than 8 percent for points and fees. A loan
would have to charge more interest or points and but it will be to no avail. The knowledge is out.
We may drive them out of our rich and bounfees than that to be covered by the bankers' bill.
tiful Garden, set a guard with flaming sword at
Obviously, most loans are not going to cross
the gate, but in the desert they will build a tower
the line of either bill if the restrictions or penalin a new attempt to scale the heights of our
ties are strong enough. The restrictions have to
heaven.
be strong enough to make lending institutions
We may blast their tower and even flood their
keep their interest and fees reasonable. This is
where the real rub comes in. HB 287 just doesn't cities in blood, but they will try and try again
until their knowledge becomes an effective
have enough tough conditions to make spurious
weapon to use against us. Or a useful tool to
lenders respect the line. HB 240 has some provilaunch their ascent to heaven's power. For there
sions that would virtually ensure that lenders
is no power on earth that can match the power of
would toe the line.
an idea whose time has come.
So the real question is, who do these bills
We are in the nuclear age, and we can no
protect? HB 240, our AARP dead duck of a bill,
,nore control it and deny it to other people than
would protect the public. HB 287, the bankers'
we can de-invent gun powder, so forget it,
bill, would help a few people from the very
George. The atom is split, and you can't put it
worst of the loans, but it would not protect most
back together. And about giving them
of the people we've heard from who have been
Democracy and taking away their lust for Power,
talked into loans that led to them losing their
you can't give what you don't have, nor can you
homes.
take away from them what they do have.
HB 287 will protect the lenders and let them
Henry A. Buchanan
and the legislators congratulate themselves and
Murray, Ky.
say they've protected the public and then go
business.
old
same
back to virtually the
Dear Editor,
Bill Hamed
I would like to take this opportunity to
President
AARP Kentucky inform the readers of the Murray Ledger and
Times that on Saturday, March 8, at 6:30 p.m.
the annual Lincoln Day dinner, hosted by the
Dear Editor,
Jackson Purchase Republicans, will be held at
When Adam and Eve had eaten the forbidden
the Curris Center at Murray State.
fruit of the Tree of Knowledge, even the Creator
Everyone will have the opportunity to meet
God could not take back the secret. They had it,
the Republican candidates for governor of
and with that knowledge Man has come to the
Kentucky in the May primary.
place where we stand today.
Advanced reservation is required. For more
When the United States discovered the power
information, call 7594748 Or7511837.
of the atom and released it over Nagasaki and
Sincerely,
Hiroshima, we ushered Marlkind into the nuclear
Vallfletta Bullard
age. Man now has that knowledge, and we who
Murray, Ky.
are the world's Super Power cannot control it.
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Mrs. Lucille Herndon Kimbro

Deaths

Mrs. Lucille Herndon Kimbro,94,Hartford died Monday, March 3.2003,
at Professional Care Health & Rehabilitation, Hartford.
Her husband, John Dewey Kimbro, died in 1985,and one grandsonAnntly
Woods. died in 1958. Born Aug. 25, 1908, in Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Thomas Wesley Herndon and Mary Vestor Witty Herndon.
Mrs. Kimbro, a homemaker, was a member of Elm Grove Baptist Church,
CHURCHILL-JAILOn I
Murray.
.--744-4
• Survivors include three daughters. Mrs. Beverly Woods, Columbia. Tenn.,
FUNERAL HOME
Crematory
Mts. Donna Bohannon, Memphis, Tenn., and Mrs. Zane Daugherty, Beaver
753-8888
753-7000
Dam; one son, Gerald Kimbro, Hickman; eight grandchildren: eight stepgrandchildren; 12 great-grandchildren; 18 stepgreat-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be Thursday at noon at Elm Grove Cemetery,
Chester J. Woodcock
4,
March
Murray. Visitation will be at Elm Grove Baptist Church from 10 a.m. until the
Chester J. Woodcock, 69, Metropolis. III., died Tuesday,
on Thursday.
service
2003, at 6 p.m. at Southgate Health Care Center.
Funeral Home, Hartford, is in charge of arrangements.
Miller-Schapmire
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of'Murray is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to The Salvation Army, 215 Ewing
Rd., Owensboro, KY 42301, or Gideons International,P.O. Box 401, Hartford,
Clay Smith
KY 42347.
Clay Smith, 95, Murray, died Monday, March 3, 2003, at 11:35 a.m.
I
Mrs. Shiries.Ann West
at Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mrs. Shirley Ann West, 67, Wingo, died Monday. March 3, 2003, at 10:55
• --He-was-married May-20. 1926, _to the former Flossie McCallon who
at Jackson Purchase Media Center:MaYfield.
died Oct.. 17, 2001. Born July 19, 1907. in Calloway County. he was the
Her husband, James A. West,and one brother, Marshall Calloway, both preson of the late Claude C. Smith and Lola Lee Wade Smith.
ceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Earl Page and Lorena
Mr. Smith was a member of Kirksey United Methodist Church.
Staples Tynes.
Mrs. West was a retired employee of the former Curlee Clothing Company,
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Gail Wilson and husband, Ted,
Florisant, Mo.; one son, William Smith and wife. Glady, Clearwater, Fla.; Mayfield.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Kay Travis and husband, Ricky,
, one sister, Mrs. Nora Elizabeth Hackworth, St. Louis, Mo.; six grandMurray, and Mrs. Gail Langston and husband, David, and Mrs: Deidre
children; five great-grandchildren.
Langston and husband. Bobby. all of Mayfield; one son. Edward E. West.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Hickory; one sister, Mrs. Dianne Gray, Mayfield; two brothers. Wilton Page,
Funeral Home. The Rev. Kendrick Lewis will officiate. Music will be by Piedmont. Ala., and Milton (PeeWee) Page. Mayfield; five grandchildren,
the choir of Kirksey United Methodist Church. Burial will follow in the Richie Travis, Rebekah Travis. Jessica Hamilton, Joshua Hamilton and
Danielle Langston; special friend. Jim B. Burnett, Dukedom,Tenn.
Goshen Cemetery.
The funeral will he Thursday at't p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home.
- Visitation- -will be- at- the, funeral home _from.4.to .9 p.m.. today
Mayfield. The Risi. Brett Miles wifflifficiale7
• (Wednesday).
Active pallbearers will be Jerry Gray, Albert McClain, Joe Bradley.
Shannon Bradley, Bill Barber and Don Coffer: Honorary pallbearers will be
her five grandchildren. Burial will follow in the Poyners Chapel Cemetery.
Mrs. Ruby Mae Walker
Monday,
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Wednesday).
died
Murray,
Drive,
Lynnwood
75,
Walker,
Mae
Ruby
Mrs.
Murrayof
Unit
Care
Cardiac
the
in
a.m.
7:35
at
March 3, 2003,
John C. Craig
Calloway County Hospital.
John C.Craig.88,Oak Grove Circle. Benton,died Tuesday, March 4,2003,
Her first husband, Enrico Gelsomino, died in 1977. Born April 16, at 11:25 a.m. at Oakview Manor Healthcare Center, Calvert City.
1927, in Dyersburg, Tenn., she was the daughter of the'late Gussie Lee
A pipefitter, he was retired from Chrysler Corp.. Trenton, Mich.
His wife, Garcia Louise Craig, one grandchild, Joseph Wysocki. and two
Glozier and Lula Mae Cavness Glozier.
Mrs. Walker is a member of Good Shepherd United Methodist sisters all preceded him in death. He was the son of the late Lewis N.Craig and
Nellie Crouch Craig.
• Church.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Janice Henson and husband, Craig,
Survivors include her husband, Kenneth Walk, to whom she was mar- Benton, and Mrs. Judith Wysocki and husband, Craig, Ypsilanti. Mich.; one
ried Sept. 8, 1979; three daughters, Mrs. Debbie Marunde, Chicago, Ill., brother, Thomas Craig, Spring Lake. Mich.; four grandchildren, Jerry
Mrs. Kay Martin, India Atlantic, Fla., and Mrs. Barbara Briggs, Newport Wysocki, Ypsilanti, Chris Grubbs, Phoenix, Ariz.. Patrick Grubbs, Warfield,
Richey, Fla.; one brother, Bill Glozier, Clinton, Mich.; two grandchil- and Amy Cavitt. Murray.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home.
dren.
Burial will follow in the Pleasant Grove Cemetery. Benton.
Benton.
The funeral will be tonight(Wednesday)at 7 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Visitation will he at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Thursday.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Michael Blake will officiate.
Entombment services will be Saturday at Oak Ridge Cemetery Thomas Mack Staples Sr.
Thomas Mack Staples Sr., 64. Cuba community, Graves County, died
Mausoleum, Hillside, Ill.
(Wednesday).
today
Monday. March 3, 2003,at 3:15 p.m. in a fire at his home.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m,
His wife. Judith Elaine Cole Staples, and one grandson both preceded him
death. He was the son of the late Harry Staples and Thelma Staples
in
Gary Lynn Vincent
Andrews.
The funeral for Gary Lynn Vincent will be today (Wednesday) at 2
Survivors include eight daughters. Mrs. Primativa Elaine Lamberson,
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home. Mayfield. Gary Hill and Mike Murray, Mrs. Melinda Dawn Castillo, Mrs. Anissa Garnett Jane Catarina and
Ms. Brandy Staples, all of Mayfield, Mrs. Novena Marissa Cherry. Dearborn,
Rogers will officiate. Burial will follow in the Cuba Cemetery.
Mich., Mrs. Laurinda Octavia Edwards, Lynnville, Mrs. Lawonna Arrnenthia
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
O'Fallon. Mo.,and Mrs. Anya Tamara Anise Wheeler, Springfield, Mo.;
Clark,
Mr. Vincent, 48, Mayfield, died Sunday, March 2, 2003. at 9:48 a.m.
'Ilya Edward-Moss -Staplesularl-Shawn-StaPles and Michael -1°e1
sons,
five
at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
Staples, all of Mayfield,Thomas M. Staples Jr., Palmersville, Tenn.. and Mark
A graduate of Sedalia High School Class of 1974, he was a former Garrison Patrick Staples. Cuba.
employee of Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah, and a member of
Also surviving are.three sisters, Mrs. Naomi Russell, Granite City, Ill.. Mrs.
of-Christ.
Hager, St. Louis, Mo., and Ms. Veronica Jo Staples; one brother, Steve
Wanda
Church
Lebanon
Cahokia, Ill.; one aunt, -Mrs. Opal Nell-Patterson, Mo.;37 grandEula
Andrews,
and
Murchie
grandparents.
his
were
death
in
him
Preceding
great-grandchildren.
six
children;
Vincent and Elmer and Estella Bennett.
services will be Saturday at 2 p.m. at Palmersville Baptist
Memorial
Survivors include his parents. Bobby and Camilla Bennett Vincent, Church, Palmersville, Tenn. The Rev. Keith Dublin will officiate. Burial wilt
one brother, Greg A. Vincent, and two nieces, Jasmin Vincent and Jamii follow in the Matheny Grove Cemetery, Dresden. Tenn.
Vincent, all of Mayfield'.
Byrn Funeral Home is-in charge of arrangements-, but no-visitation will be
scheduled.

Imes-Miller
Funeral Home
&

Southern Baptist missionary
among dead in Philippines blast
RICHMOND, Va. (AP) - A worried that we would get a call
Southern Baptist missionary Who some day," said Hyde's sister.
was among 21 people killed Barbara Brooker, of Iowa City.
Hyde was the fourth Southern
Tuesday by a bomb in the
Philippines had dedicated about 25 Baptist worker killed in terrorist
years of his life to working in that attacks in recent months. On Dec.
30, a suspected Islamic militant
country, his family said.
William P. Hyde, 59, of Cedar killed three workers at a SOuthern
Rapids, Iowa, was greeting col- Baptist hospital in Yemen.
Hyde and bis wife, Lyn, had
leagues at an airport when the
missionaries since 1978
been
surgery
in
bomb went off. He died
from severe' head and leg injuries, They had spent the last six or
according to the Richmond-based seven in Davao, a city on
International Mission Board of the Mindanao, The Philippines main
southern island where the governSouthern Baptist Convention.
"We've always been afraid of ment has been fighting Muslim
the danger. My mother always rebels.
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Mexican transplant
teen is laid to rest in
rural N.C. cemetery
AP) -LOUISBURG. NC
Mourners for the I 7-year-old
Mexican girl who died after two
heart-lung transplants say they won't
be able to forget her winning smile
and love of people.
Jesica Santillan was laid to rest
Tuesday in a mausoleum vault in a
rural, hillside cemetery. About 100
people gathered around a funeral
home tent to bear testimonials and a
funeral mass before the vault was
scaled with a pink granite stone.
"She always had had days. but she
was such a people person that she did
not want to miss anything," - said
Alicia Eller. who taught English to
Jesica and other Hispanic children.
"She was such a sweet little girl to
deal with. It's so sad."
Overwhelming sadness was the
mood during the service. Jesica's
mother, Magdalena Santillan. who
arrived at the Cemetery with other
--relatives in a black limousine, wailedand hugged her daughter's white coffin. She cried again as the coffin was
pushed into its receptacle on the mausoleum wall under sunny. springlike
skies.
Tears rolled down the cheeks of
other Mourners and Nita Mahoney,
wife of the man who started a charitable foundation in Jesica's name.
lost composure as she read a tribute.

"As long as you remember her,
she'll never be far away." Mahoney
said]
"Love has no .colors to it. and it
crosses all rivers and nations. That
was the only thing we wanted to do.
was help a child. And in Jesica's
memory, we will."
Jesica's best friend, Heather
Adams, read a short poem she had
written, Crying as she finished it.
"I don't think this was supposed to
end this Way," said Renee
McCormick, a friend who helped
Mack Mahoney advocate Jesica's
plight to the news media.
McCormick held her daughter as
she explained what drew her to
Jesica's case: "You could easily envision your own child in that (hospital)
bed."
• Lawyers for the girl's family said
after the service they are still investigating' the case and haven't decided
whether - -to sue - Duke -University
Medical Center.
Frank Cassiano said Duke had
sent him and co-attorney Kurt Dixon
617'pages of Jesica's records so far.
"She came as close to tieing an
angel on earth as anyone." said
Cassiano. who added he %vas so
touched by Jesica and her family that
he would pursue the case without fee
if necessary.

Come join
Ann & her
faithful staff
for a delicious
meal!

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
"Your Authorized GE Showcase Dealer"
We Service All

Major Appliances

753-1586
212 Last \lain St.• NIurray, Is)
Company Drivers

Earn Up to 380 cpm

Do What You Were Hired To Do

DRIVE...not LOAD
• NO loading or unloading • Guaranteed home policy
• NO forced NE or Canada • 2000 or newer Conventionals

Located In The Antique Capital _
of Hazel, KY
Owners For 14 Years - Ann and son, Milton Stokes

NEW HOURS
Open Monday-Saturday 8-8
Sunday 8-3
"Breakfast Served Daily All Day"
SEVERAL NEW ITEMS EVERYDAY
INCLUDING.PRIME RIB, BAKED SWEET POTATOES,
HAM SHANKS AND MORE!
Still Serving Our Delicious Pond-Raised Catfish
and Homemade Yeast Rolls.

yr. OTR experience, 23 yrs. old
Class A CDL w/Hazholat required

1

LEE Jewelry Artisans
'Where',bur Ideas'Turn 'To Go6I"
Ihsieland Center
1304-F Chestnut St.
Murray. KY 42071

Owner Operators
Welcome

-800-848-0405

J.T. Lee

270-759-1141

Crestont Desiquer
Jett el,s Repair

Is Your Home Making You Sick?
If you want answers to these questions below call: .

IMI:122.EY :11/)1111 .1A3ALLJE5'i
759-2039
What is mold? Who does mold affect?
Symptoms of mold exposure?
If I have mold in my home, what should I do?

TF-IIE IFWNJ

-

IRON FURNITURE 8, POTTERY

OPEN 4 DAYS 2ND WEEKEND OF EACH MONTH
Friday, Saturday, Monday 9-5 • Sunday 2 til 4

Spring's Around The Corner.
Need an arch, trellis or a bench for your yard.
We also have iron beds, coffee tables, etc.
. and
turn right at trallinger'N ilit(!
Lake !hey. 79
storage hIdgs. On Lalieway Circle Park, TN
(.111/1e see us Ibis weekend!

two Baptist Char

Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report
Dim Jones Ind. Asg. ..7731.90 + 27.03
.38.31 + 0.17
Air Products
.58.79 + 0.69
A nthem
10.95 + 0.08
,-0I, Time Warner
.18.34 + 0.26
AT&T
21:17 + 0.13
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton, - 39.28 + 0.48
+ 0.18
Bristol Myers
45.71 + 0.49
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp -64.80 + 0.15
29.88 + 0.60
Daimler Chrysler
41.85 - 0.33
Dean Foods
-34.34 + 0.11
Exxon-Mobil
7.69 - 0.05
Ford Motor
23.58 + 0.18
(;eneral Electric
31.55 + 0.28
General Motors
G laxoSmith Kline ADR 34.32 + 0.17
14.97 - 0.09
Goodrich
4.13 + 0.13
Goodyear
-Hdliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
uric - price unchanged
Additional Information Available
Request

presents
Prices as of 9 am

Ilop1 ed Banc*
18M
Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
Mattel
McDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
JC Penney
Pepsico Inc.
Pfizer, Inc.
Schering-Plough
Sears
Union Planters
US Bancorp
UST
Wal-Mart

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray. KY 42071
502-753-3366

Our Best Investment Is You.
J J 8 11.11.ard W L Lyons Inc • IA

13.71 B 13.99 A
77.23 + 0.53
38.03 + 0.33
16.76 + 0.14
13.10 + 0.04
20.95 + 0.05
12.95 + 0.04
+.0.24
23.34 + 0.27
18.87 + 0.21
1.29
6.71
2897 + 0.33
17.30+4.17
20.00 - 0.14
27.25 + 0.16
20.67 + 0.10
28.60+ 0.09
47.34 + 0.44

The Florida Boys
Thursday,
March 6
at
7 p.m.
A love offering
will be taken.
(The Perrys concert has
been rescheduled for
7 p.m. July 10)

sfit*'
HILIJARD
DONS
siNct issis

Tim Cole - Pastor

Mark Paschall - Music Director

301 Gilbert Street • 492-8664
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Former resident will
Wedding
celebrate 101st birthday
Mrs. Florence Lamb Classen.
former resident of New Concord,
will celebrate her 101st birthday on
_Sunday, March 16,2003,She is now
residing in Sequim. Wash.
Friends and family-inembers will
join her for cake and coffee on her
birthday in Tacoma, Wash.
Born March 16. 1902, she was
raised on her parents farm near the
Tennessee River in the New
Concord area. She was the youngest
and only living child of the 10 children raised by her parents. the late
William Henry Lamb of the Hazel
area and Mary (Mollie) Hudgins
Lamb,daughter of Elizabeth Gibson
Hudgins and Tom Hudgins - -ofBuchanan,.Tenn.
Three sisters, Earlie. Rhoda and
Flora, and five brothers, Ed, Henry,
Charlie, Toy and Thomas, all lived
Florence Classen
in the Murray-Paris area until their
deaths.
has always enjoyed gardening
At the age of 24. Florence mar- homemaking, and especially her
ried and moved to Harvey, Ill. She four grandchildren, Howard, Bryan,
became a widow five years later. Alma and Dena.
• She later moved to Washington state
Numerous nieces, nephews,
where her sister, Eva. was living in grand, great and great-great-nieces
Tacoma.
and nephews and cousins still reside
In 1935 she married Howard in Calloway County and Henry
Classen in Tacoma. Her daughter County, Tenn. She would appreciate
and son-in-law. Mary and Delane receiving cards or letters from any
Bell, assist her as she continues to one who remembers her. Her mailreside in her own home in Sequim.
ing address is P.O. Box 1301,
The almost -10I-year-old woman Sequim, WA 98382.

Birth
Evan Matthew Garrison
Matt and Bridgette Garrison of Murray are the parents of a son, Evan
Matthew Garrison, born on Monday. Feb. 17. 2003. at 5:25 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds 12 ounces and measured 20 1/2 inches.
The mother is the former Bridgette Taylor. A sister is Taylor Brooke
Garrison, 22 months.
Grandparents are Linda Taylor and Terry Taylor South Fulton, Tenn.,
and Fran Garrison and Wayne Garrison of Murray.
Great-grandparents-are Eddie and Sue Pennell of South Fulton, Eunice
Garrison of Murray, Alice Taylor of South Fulton, and Frank Wells of
Murray: and the late Lynda! Hicks of Clinton, the late William Taylor of
South Fulton, and the late Clifford Garrison and the late Dixie Wells, both
of Murray.
ADVIRTISIMENI

Wrinkle Cream Success

SPECIAL. Millions of women of
all ages arc praising the, exciting
discovery EB5 Facial Cream.
developed by pharmacist Robert
Heldfond (shown at right).
EB5 greatly improves signs
of aging: .facial wrinkles. crol,
feet. crel)ey neek, 'feather-uneven blotches and dry. slack.
sensitive skin.EB5 Facial Cream is
5 creams in one jar: a Wrinkle
• Cream, Throat Cream. Firming
Cream. 24-Hour Moisturizer and
Make-up Base...all in one. One jar
lasts for many months and is sold
ith a complete guarantoe of

SPECIAL

Natisfaction

at JCPenney
where EB5
is the #1
selling
cream for
aging skin
in all their
stores
nationwide'
Phone toll free 1-800-929-8325 to
learn mose about all EB5
formulas for younger looking
skin!- Or visit online at
vmw.eb5.com.

BONUS GIFT

The Christian Essence Group from Dexter will be
featured at the Glory Bound Entertainment
Thursday, March 6, from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Glory
Bound Coffee House, Chestnut Street, just east of
Ryan Milk Company.
There is no admission, but a kive_offedng will be
taken, according to Joe Lawrence, coordinator for
the weekly event. This is an outreach ministry of
Goshen United Methodist Church.
Lawrence said the program presented on Feb. 27
by the Brotherly Love Quartet from Farmington has
Jo's
been taped and can be heard over Radio Station
Datebook WNBS on Saturday, March 8, from 10 to 11 a.m.
By Jo Burkeen This will be a regular program each Saturday on the
Community
radio station.
Editor

Lifeguard training being offered
Calloway County _Red Cross Chapter will offer Lifeguard Training
beginning Monday. Ma h24, at the Carr Health budding, Murray State
University. All interested swimmers, aged 15 and older wanting Red Cross
certification may take the course with the fee of $140. Pre-registration is
required by March 14 at the Red Cross office. For information call 7531421 or e-mail chapter@callowayredcross.org to request a class scheduled.

Cheerleading events scheduled
A Cheerleading Clinic will be Saturday. March 15, from 2 to 5 p.m. at
Universal Kids Center, Highway 94 East. The cost will be $15 per person.
Cheerleading tryouts will be Sunday, March 16, from 2 to 4p.m. at the center. For reservations and information call 759-4787.

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond K. Patterson

Exhibit being held at art gallery

CCHS Choir rebate event Thursday

The Kentucky. National is a survey of the most interesting trends in
contemporary art. This exhibit
encompasses traditional and new
media produced by artists from
Kentucky and around the country.
Many of the artists will be in the
gallery at .the Artists' Reception on
Friday. March 7 from 7-9 p.m.
This exhibit is not always about•
pretty paintings, but always about
art that makes you think - and
sometimes leaves you uncomfortable with what you see, or what you
think you see. One of the video
pieces by Kentucky artist Thomas
DeLisle , "Illuminated Text,- flashes words on a television screen - the
words go faster than you can see:
but words you do notice begin to
assemble thoughts about beauty.
gender, and equality.
Other pieces are more enigmatic,
as in the piece, "Overripe- by artist
Jamey Morrill. which is simply a
large tractor inner tube. covered
almost entirely with hundreds of

FARMERS

It's' a
Fish
Fry
Catch the l7est
fish fry in town,
every Friday night
March 7 - April 11.

The Florida Boys will present a concert on Thursday. March 6, at 7 p.m.
at Hazel Baptist Church. A love offering will be taken, according to the Rev.
Tim Cole, pastor. and Mark Paschall, music director.

Arts and Humanities Committee of North Elementary School Site-Based
Decision Making Council will meet today. March 5. at 3:20 p.m. in the art
room of the school.

Gallery Hours: Monday Thursday 8 &tn. - 6 p.m.
Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday 1 - 4 p.m.
For more information, call (270)
762- ARTS.
baby bottle nipples. This show
offers many. Interesting, exciting
and unusual artworks, worth a look
- and a second look.
"The Kentucky National" Will be
on view from March 6 - April 4 at
Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery. The
Clara M. Eagle Fine Arts Gallery is
located in the Doyle Fine Arts
Building at the corner of 15th and
Olive streets on the campus of
Murray State University in Murray,
Ky. All gallery events are free, and
open to the public.

Read about
our two new
Miss Springs.
Section printed
soon.

tSaII .-5
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The Florida Boys to sing at Hazel

Donna R. Lovett and Raymond K. Patterson, both of Murray, were married Thursday, Feb. 27, 2003, at Gatlinburg, Tenn.
The ceremony was said at the Victorian Garden Wedding Chapel,
Gatlinburg.
Their children are Elliott Lovett and Jaclin Patterson.
The bride is the daughter of Don and Raegean Borgarding of Paris, Tenn.
She is manager of Washington Mutual Finance, Murray.
The groom is the son of Dorothy and Edward Peebles of Murray and
Archie and Pam Patterson of Indiana. He is employed as a welder at Arch
Environmental.. Paducah.
The couple is residing in Murray.

WITH PURCHASE

When you buy L.B5 Facial Cream. you will recei% e a FREE
GIFT of Pharmacist Heldfond•s EB5 Toning Formula
(a SI 5 value). Hurry, while ,supplies last and enjoy
younger-looking skin today.

Join us
for the next
6 weeks
on Fridays
from
5-7:30 p.m.

Christian Essence Group
to sing at Glory Bound

and read this!

The Murray Insurance Agency
has the farm owners insurance policy for you!
We also provide insurance for:
•Automobiles
• Health
• Homeowners
• Life
• Commercial
• Longterm Care
• Workers Compensation • Disability Income
Call lason Billingtee
• Bonds
• Medicare Supplements
753-4751
BEL-AIR CENTER • MURRAY

Chorus will. rehearse Thursday
The Chorus of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
have a rehearsal on Thursday, March 6. at 7 p.m. at the club house.

North committee will meet today

Calloway County High School Choir Rebate Night \Nill be Thursday,
March 6. at Captain D's. Choir parents will be waiting on tables. Ten percent of sales will go to the choir for their planned trip.

CASA board will meet Friday
The board of CASA (Court Appointed Special Advocate) will meet
Friday, March 7, at 9 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce Centre.

MES Council will meet Friday
Murray Elementary School Site-Based Decision Making Council will
meet Friday, March 7, at 3:30 p.m. in the guidance office Of the school. The
meeting is open to the public.

Southwest plans Family Reading Night
Southwest Elementary School's Family Reading Night will be "Thursday,
March 6 from 5 to 7:30 p.m. The Southwest PTA encourages all students
and their families to attend, according to Claydean McCallon, PTA president. A chili supper will be served starting at 5 p.m.

Garden Department to meet Thursday
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday,
March 6, at 1 p.m. at the club house. Hostesses will be Renee Wynn, Dottie
Hatten, Gloria McLaughlin and Susan O'Neill. • -

Eating disorders program planned
Rebecca Wright MD, LD, RD will present a program on "How To
Prevent Children from Developing Eating Disorders on Thursday, March 6.
from 11:30 a.m. to noon at the third floor classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For information call 762-1348.

Bass Club plans meeting tonight
Murray Bass Club will meet tonight, March 5, at 7 p.m. at Log Cabin
Restaurant. Anyone interested in joining the club is invited to attend.

Blood drive at church tonight
A community blood drive to benefit the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Blood Bank will be tonight, March 5. from 5 to 9 p.m. in the lower
level of University Church of Christ. North 12th St., and Highway 121
Bypass. For reservations call 753-1881.

VISIT MURRAY'S PIER 1 NOW AND SAVE

20,030%

COME AND JOIN US...

Murray Preschool eo-op

TAOBNLAESLLCDHIANIIRNSGsr

Fri., March 14th • 9 to 11 a.m.
• Evelyn Bolin, Teacher

GLASS TOPS

This is a great
opportunity for 3 &
4 year olds IO See our
school, meet the teacher,

Fish Fry Pinner

'6.00

play games & have fun!
ALL REGISTRATIO
FORMATION WIL
BE AVAILABLE

per person

$5.00 Seniors $4.00 Children

St. Leo
CATHOLIC
CHURCH

Ourfocus isfor pa

includes fried catfish,
baked potato, hushpuppies,
white beans, baked beans,
cole slaw, drink &dessert.

401 N. 12th St.• 753-3876
SUBSCRIBE TO THE MURRAY LEDGER
& TIMES TODAY BY CALLING 753-1916

4145

P1oil IMpOilS
University Plaza • 1205B Chestnut St.• Murray, KY
270-753-1851

family to he dire y
involved with their
children'c social &
learning
environment.
For more information
call Stacy Clark at
753-8675

Of

Located in the Christian
Community Church
(Corner of 16th & Glendale)
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Free workshop for adults scheduled here Sigma
Murray State University will host
a free workshop on March 13, to
provide information for adults or
non-traditional students. interested
in learning more about enrolling in
college and earning a degree. The
program will be held from 6-9 p.m.
in the Curris Center Ohio Room.
Following, the traditional ABC
theme, or Adults Belong in College
— it's not just for kids anymore; the
workshop is sponsored twice each
year by the MSU Center for
Continuing
Education
and
Academic Outreach. It is designed
specifically for persons who may

have waned for a few years after
high school to enroll in college, or
those who may be returning to finish
a degree following a break in their
studies.
Billie Burton, .coordinator of
adult outreach, says students often
comment that the informal information meeting helped them feel comfortable and encouraged item to get
the most out of their college experience.
Prospective students can expect
to get answers to questions like how
to get started, paying for college.

classes offered online and during the
evening, and much more. An
optional career survey will be available, however course selection and
class scheduling are not included in
the workshop.

Department
will meet
Monday

Space is limited. Reservations
are requested by March 12. To make
reservations or get more information call 762-4159 locally or 1-800669-7654 toll free. Online browsers
may also learn more about ABC or
any of the programs featured
through CE/AO at http://ceao.mur-

The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
Monday, March 10, at 6:30 p.m. at
the club house.
Tory Daughrity and Rhonda
Perry will be hostesses. Members
are asked to bring $3 to cover the
cost of pizza, but drinks and dessert
will be provided.
Final plans-for C-asirro Night will
be made. Members are to bring auction items for this event.
Also as an ongoing project of the
general club, members are asked to
bring two non-perishable food
items or personal hygiene items for
Need Line.
Photo provided
At the February meeting held at
Los Portales Mexican Restaurant, SIGMA MEETING.. Tern Benton, right, was winner of the door
Tern Benton was presented the door prize presented by Stacy Clark, hostess, at the February meeting of the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
prize by the hostess, Stacy Clark.

ray state.edu.

Donations needed for Red Cross Book Project
Regarding the Red Cross Book
Project: We've collected a pretty
good pile of books so far, but keep'em coming. We're shipping books
out every week
or so and will
continue while
donations keep
coming in.
Be sure to
include
the
donor's name in
the bag so we
can individualize the labels
Library
that go in the
books. If a group
News
By Ben Graves or company colCalloway County lected the books,
Public Library let us know that,
too. Thanks!
Director
•••
You may not believe this, but I'm
not particularly musical. I was part
of the boy's chorus in high school;
but only because I sold more candles than everyone else put together.
My rendition of the love theme
from Carmen is banned on at least
three farms (they say it causes the
cows to dry up.) And my staff
offered to "put that tape player
where the sun don't shine" if I didn't stop singing along with Linda
Rondstadt's version of "Silver
thread and golden needles".
Some folks would find this discouraging.
•••
Anyway, we've just gotten a
copy of "The Complete Idiot's
Guide to Music Theory" by Michael
Miller. I've studied some stiff subjects in my time, but music theory
has always seemed perfect gibberish.
"Music Theory" changes that.
From major and minor keys, all the
way down to altered, suspended,
and power chords; Music Theory
comes through with clear and (surprisingly) understandable explanations. It even explains the difference
between B—flat instruments and
regular ones.
(They offered my brother the
chance to play trumpet in the school

band. "It's a B—flat instrument" town is changed forever.
they explained. He said "thanks, but
That's right off the back of"Blue
he'd rather have one that was be— Lonesome" by Bill Pronzini. It's in
right.")
large print and it's here now.
•••
•••
"The Hitchhiker's Guide to the
Also in large print, we have "The
Galaxy" by Douglas Adams is in.
Woman Most Likely to.." by
If you haven't read it, come pick Jennifer Greene; Amanda Ross's
it up and try the first three pages. If "Edge of Doom" (a Kate Fansler
you don't giggle at least once in that novel), and "The Bride of Willow
time, put it back. But if you realize Creek" by Maggie Osborne.
that Adams has a wonderfully daft
sense of humor, then check it out
and enjoy.
•••
"Jim Messenger is a CPA who
hates his job, loves jazz and can't
forget a woman he has seen eating at
the Harmony Cafe. Shortly after he
learns her name, the woman commits suicide and Messenger is driven to find out why. Her name is only
the first of the lies he uncovers."
In "Historic Beulah," Nevada,
secrets coil like rattlesnakes ready to
strike and suffering lies like a suffocating blanket over lives put on
hold. Starting with one slender clue,
Messenger starts on a search for the
truth. By the end, lives have been
changed, a horrible murder has been
brought to light and a quiet little

•

i,m.a. romantic at heart
I believe some of the
best conversations
happen at night.,
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Here's your plan.
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FUN & FASHION
,

Local Calling

Nationwide Calling

PrePaid

Text Messaging

FamilyTalk

Cool Phones

,

Fashion trends for spring

530

can be daunting and

intimidating. With so many sheer, gauzy. lacy short
tops as well as mini skins that we see the models

5000 Night & Weekend Minutes
. Plus 300 Anytime Minutes

.

9f

MINU _E.s $2

wearing. It appears to be underwear for their outer
clothing. This look is certainly for the very young
-hardbodies" and even they can take the look too far

Unlimited

'
(
?
'9
'''

for the street. What is seen on the runways is a trend
that is paired down and reinterpreted for street wear_

Talk to each other for
FREE with FamilyTalk.

Nationwide Long Distance included

The other trends that women are actually excited
about are wonderful, wearable fabrics and styles.

Mobile to Mobile

Some of this season's strongest pieces are classics

Chur(lChosting
Ramsey's
Financial Peace

'ring revived. The polo shirt, golf caps are

ven.

often seen in tennis looks, and other sports-oriented
themes are much a part of the fashion scene. From
racing gear to safari looks. it is being reinterpreted

in

many ways. And don't forget the Asian-inspired

look,
Even if you don't care for the lingerie look. lace
ruffles and bows can he very feminine and enticing

PURYEAR, Tenn. — Puryear
Baptist Church will host Dave
Ramsey, the New York limes best
selling author and host of the
nationally
syndicated "Dave
Ramsey Show" on Saturday, March
8, from 11:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Ramsey, who teaches financial
principles from a Christian perspective, will be teaching the principles
of Financial Peace live via satellite
to a national audience.
Puryear church is joining with
nearly 40,000 other individuals
nationwide to participate in this
life-changing event.
For more than 10 years, Ramsey
has been telling people how to live
in financial peace by cutting up
credit cards, refusing to korrow
money and insisting on paying for
everything with cash.
By quoting from his own personal experiences and applying a
common-sense approach to handling money, Ramsey is reaching
out to people in-America like no
one else.
Financial Peace is based on solid
principles and grandma's ways. of
handling money. Ramsey's no-nonsense style will capture and motivate Tennesseans and Kentuckians
to attain financial freedom.
Persons will learn how-to make a
budget that works, how to become
and stay debt-free, how to invest
with confidence no matter what the
economy looks like, and so much
more.
Christian Comedian Andy
Andrews will open' the event at
11:30 a.m. Tickets are $19 and can
be purchased by calling 1-731-2473782 or at the church office, 10060
Hwy 641 N., Puryear, Tenn„- or at
the door on the day of the event.
'For more information, call I 731-247-3782
or
e-mail
PuryearBaptistChurch@yahoo
.com.
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preppy with cnsp. clean lines. White on white, as is

in

FREE
.
NOKIA 6340i

FREE' ... . . „
NOKIA 6591

At regisaer atter instant rebate and
trade-in with 2-yeas service agreement.

After 5100 mail-in rebate

ilk

moderation. Stretch lace tops and ruffles on

• .../ -tie
• _:t ._.-1 _2
(

blouses are a pretty southern lady look for a sweet
and

NOKI

demure. romantic feeling.

Many of this season's styles are very 1950s orient-

Nokia 6340ipholie' .,.

ed from plaids to shindresses. suits in hopsach and

per additionat FaMtyTalk line per month
with 2-year service agreement.

,

and tr
with 2-year sacs err

,
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boucle' tweed as well as Channel piping on jackets.
These can be traced back to the 1950s.
With the uncertainty going on in the world it seems
people are remembenng the days of stability and

Seven for Seven

family values. Some styles .in clothing, even
menswear, with the bowling shirts worn on the out-

For an extra $7 per month, you can have your Night
& Weekend Minutes start at 7 pm instead of 9 p rr..

side reflect this idealism.
Skirts in lengths below to mid knee to mini lengths
are

being shown very frequently. • Skirts are fuller

x cirigular.
fits you best

and some are pleated. Some have handkerchief.
asymmetrical hemlines or.ruffles. These skirts pair

with heels. wedges. or flat shoes. Cardigans,"art to

PART OF THE

A-SOUTH

FAiwii,

wear" tops along with jean-type jackets and lots of
Jewelry complete this look. Jean jackets are not just

To find the plan that fits you:

denim. These jackets are cut like the denim ones.

Call 1,866-CINGULAR Click www.cingular.com C'mon

to any of our stores

however, they are in a colorful assortment of spring
colors.
Turquoise. red, white, pink- you name it these

Origular Wireless Stores

stretchable pieces look fabulous over dresses, skirts.

cans and of course the ever-popular caps., ankle
length pants and the longer shorts.

MADISONVILLE
30 N Main St.
Parkway Plaza Mall
401 Madison Sq Ave

PADUCAH
1733 Kentucky Ave.
5134 Hinkleville Rd.

MURRAY
906A S 12th St.

Wearing the right jacket can transform your whole

look from sporty to dressy- you can't go wrong
Tweeds from the 50s look. jazzy blazers,..utility ,inpe
e. jackets with a skirts are 'just right for the office •
If you need a spnng coat the classic trench is the hot

Express Locations

We have just received lots of spring merchandise
The colors and styles are sure to please. as there.is

.
something for everyone. . .
Congratutations to Pal Stevens Who won the beaded necklace at our luntherin last Friday. Please join
us from II a.m. until 2 p.m.this Friday for a buffet
lunch and a unique shopping experience.
We value your business and we want to help you
feel and look your best. Remember, we are happy to
update your existing wardrobe .with fresh ideas and
extra touches so you'll feel like you have a whole
new closet full of fashionable dot

g.

New accessories and changing some tops and bottoms stretch your fashion dollar.
Quote of the week- "Life is either a daring adventure or nothing at all." Helen Keller
Stay tuned to next week's Fun & Fashion
report..

DK Kelley voted #1 Ladies Boutique

.K.gutT

I Isr Somerhing For

er\011e

305 South 12th
Murray, KY •753-7441

WAL-MART LOCATIONS

GMORGANFIELD

()BENTON

0MURRAY

0FULTON
607 N Highland Dr

g PADUCAI-1
5130 Hinkleville

0MADISONVILLE
@MAYFIELD

•

3220 Iniin Cobb Dr

- &PRINCETON .

,
Corporate Sales

270-4440602

' G PAURRAY
808 N 12th St
Rd.

•
For Wireless Service Information
',rtp // www fcr govfrOb/wIrelessphone pc)f
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Service offer available to
new and existing customers

'
offers Calls utsect to /axes, universal serwce charge
Limited tone offer Credit approval and new service commitment on eligibie Cingular calling plan required Offer carrot be combned with any other spec
IFederal currently S 55), gross receipts surcharge and other charges. which are subtect to change Airtime in excess of any package minutes will be charged at a per rnwu crate of S 19 to $49 Airtime and other
measured usage are rounded up to the next full minute at the end of each call for bilIng purposes $ 79 roaming charge outside Me included calling area $36 activation fee apples A monthly connection charge ol
St 24 applies to subscriptions in FL, AL, KY. MS. LA and parts of IN, 7N, and GA during iny....... inerfsich atiOngisated f om Wictirterrnineteithrouglk the iandarie netecid- Early temoriatron fee of
$240 prorated over the length of the service agreement applies to subscriptions in the following Oat," Fl.., GA,SC, NY, NC, AL, KY_ TN, MS, LA and parts of IN and NJ A non-ororated $150 early termination fee
applies in al. other Cingular areas Unused included minutes do not roll over to the ^en billing period and are forfeited Promotional festises may be canceled after initial term of the servos contract htight hours are
9 pm to 7 arn Monday to Friday, and weekend hoots are 9 pm on Friday to 7 air' on Monday With 7 to 7 feature mght hours are 7 pm to 7 a,,, Monday to Friday 5000 night.and weekend minutes are only available
u teni States Airtime charges apply international calling is addtronal Cirgular Long
on select Plant starting at 52999 Per month Included Long potence applies to calls originating arid terminating within the 50 ,
Distance is required Fanklitalk requires a one or two-year service agreement for ea& line and .s available oNy with select Cingi/ar rate plans An $18 activation lee appkes to each additional kne FamilyTalk plans are
limited to three additional 4,Its and require account holder of pornary number to be in good standing and Latue for Cl monthly billings Farnily7aik plans are available only with select Cingular rate plans and include
only package minutes included with primary number and are shared by the additional limes Unlimited Mobile to Mobile .s only available on seiect plans $3999 and hgher when FarnilyTak is added to the account
Mobile to Mobile calls Only apply to loco inbound and outbound calls between Cingurar subscribers whirlei in the Mobile to Mobre cal.ing area in which you subscribed The Cirsgular Wireless Mobile to Mobile
Callcig Area may not equal the Ctrigvlar Wireless Superhfome CalIng Area Mobile to Mobile Calling options do not include calls oaced outside the Cnigular Wireless SuperHome C.allsng Area, directory assistance.
mretess voice mail or prepaid customers ll the called party does not have Mobile to Mobile calling option called party's package minutes 'oil be decternented, or called party will wcur anode",charge Available
on Cingulw Supert-lorne plans 13999 and higher Phone Credit trade,' offer expires 4/7/03 Trade-in requires row service subscription in participating locations. under a 2-year agrownent on any Cinguiar rate pfan
Customer must mot in en analog or caged ham:Airy horn a competitive,service provide,
. along erth battery and charger all in working condition Cingular is Nit responsrble for lad Or damned ecturPment slapped
anew,
Mel-in form provided at partiOpating MI.10Cat,OnS, MU'
,be Postmarked no later than 5/7/03 and within 30 days of activation date Cuatomer is restsonsitsfe be postage'SU:km& applied to customer's DA
60 days following Cingular's receipt of equipment and ye/Ostia' of eligibrlity Limrt one per customer Cingurar does rot guarantee uninterrupted service coveregri Other conditions and reStr.clOns adds See
Corporate'
,
resoteior
registered
tradereenis
of
Nokia
contract and rate plan brochure for details 02003 Nokia Mobile Phones In-c Noes. Connecting People and the 6300 and-6500 series phones are nadernadis
4s affiliates Bellsouth and the BellSouth logo are registered trademarks of Eirollsouth Intellectual Property Corooration All rights ',seined Cingul; Wreless and FarnilyTafx are registered trademarks the graphic
icon and Cingular Fits You Best are Service Marks of °Nulty Wireless LIC.02003 Cellular Wreltes U.0
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Racers fend off
Ern rally; advance
Paschel, ignited a 15-4 Murray
By SCOTT NANNEY
run _that turned the contest in the
Sports Editor
,
Racers' favor for good.
A better script couldn't have been EASTERN ILLINOIS (14-15)
Victor and Rick Jones scored
-Vvritt
-Ea Tor the Eastern Illinois Pan- Gobczynski 0-0 0-0 0, Domercant 11-20
thers in their bid to spring a road 6-8 33, Mackinson 1-4 4-4 6, Lewis 5-10 four points each during the scor0-0 10, Reynolds 1-6 0-0 3, Thompson 1ing spurt as the Racers took advanupset of favored Murray State.
2 0-0 2, Gomes 1-4 0-0 3, Sinclair 0-2 3tage of a series of offensive misWith Cuthbert Victor in deep foul 4 3, Taylor 0-1 0-0 0, Roos 1-5 1-2 3.
cues by the Panthers for a decitrouble and the Racers reeling Totals 21-54 14-18 63
offensively, the Panthers used a MURRAY STATE (17-11)
sive 63-52 edge with only 3:13
Victor 8-10 4-5 21, Whelchel 2-6 2-4 6.
to play.
second-half charge to tie the game Singleton
13,
4-9 5-5
Borders 3-9 (50 8,
and appeared poised to seize Jones 4-11 2-2 12, Paschal 4-7 3-4 11,
MSU rolled to as much as a
Henderson 1-4 0-0 3, Bedeau 0-0 0-0 O.
16-point lead (72-56) before closmomentum down the stretch.
ing out the 11-point victory.
But the 6-5 Victor — playing Totals 26-56 16-20 74.
Halftime — Murray St.. 34-24. 3-point
"We battled them," said a dejectwith four fouls for the final 10 goals — E. Illinois 7-18 (Domercant 5-10,
ed EIU head coach Rick Samuels.
minutes — just wouldn't let Mur- Gomes 1-1, Reynolds 1-4, Lewis 0-1, Sin"raj; wilt, using his inside presence clair 0-1-, Roos 0-1), Murray St. 6-17 (Jones "Our effort was as good as it has
2-5, Borders 2-6, Victor 1-1, Henderson 1been all season. But the bottom
to help the Racers pull away for 2.
Whelchel 0-1, Singleton 0-1. Paschel 0line was that we did all we could
a 74-63 triumph.
1). Fouled out — Roos. Rebounds — E.
The victory sends MSU into Illinois 32 (Domercant 9), Murray St. 35 do offensively. When we got close,
we missed some opportunities."
the tournament semifinals on Fri- (Singleton 13). Assists — E. Illinois 9
(Lewis, Thompson. Gornes, Roos 2), MurIn the end, the Panthers had
day at 6 p.m, at the Gaylord Enter- ray St. 11 (Whelchel 3). Total fouls — E.
no answers for the inside duo of
tainment Center in Nashville, Tenn. Illinois 22, Murray St. 16. A — 2,784.
Victor and Singleton (13 points,
The Racers will face old rival and
Victor scored 12 of his team- 13 rebounds), who combined for
No. 1 seed Austin Peay, which
survived a major scare against high 21 points in the first 20 min- a double-double at halftime and
eighth-seeded Eastern Kentucky, utes while senior center JamesSin- racked up 34 of the Racers' 74
gleton dropped in seven and points.
winning 83-80.
grabbed
nine rebounds to stake
Second-seed Morehead State and
Murray shot 46 percent (26-ofMurray
to
a 34-24 halftime cush- 56) from the floor, including a 6third-seeded Tennessee Tech will
of-17 effort from 3-point range,
square off in the other semifinal ion.
The Racers appeared well on while knocking down 16-of-20
contest at approximately 8 p.m.
The tournament championship game their way as Singleton opened the attempts from the free-throw line.
is set for 3 p.m. Saturday and second half with a layup for a The Racers also outrebounded EIU
will be televised live on ESPN2. 12-point advantage.
35-32.
But things started to go south
"We beat a sound and very
But not to be overlooked was
motivated basketball team," said for MSU just seconds later as Vic- the Racers' defensive effort against
a relieved Murray head coach tor was whistled for his third per- the Panthers, and particularly
Tevester Anderson. "They came in sonal foul. Less than four min- against Domercant.
here to win the ball game, and utes later, the junior forward was
Eastern was held to 38 percent
we were able to resist them. Give on the bench with his fourth foul (2I-of-54)shooting. Domercant was
them a lot of credit, but give our and the Racer lead was down to 11-of-20 from the field for 33
just six (41-35).
points but was hounded constantguys a lot of credit, too."
Star guard Henry Domercant's ly by senior forward Antione
Much like their previous
matchups with EIU, the Racers jumper ignited a 13-7 Eastern run Whelchel, who drew the starting
(17-11) used their advantage in that drew the Panthers even at 48- assignment when Chris Shumate
the post area to build as much as 48. The 6-4" Domercant — who went down with a broken bone
an 11-point lead in the first half. became the OVC's all-time lead- in his right pinky in last Saturing scorer with his game-high 33 day's season finale at Tennesseepoints — silenced a one-time live- Martin.
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger photo
RULING THE POST ... Senior ly Regional Special Events CenWhile he didn't provided Shucenter James Singleton (pic- ter crowd with his tying 3-point- mate's scoring punch (six points
tured) and frontcourt mate er.
on 2-of-6 shooting), the 6-5, 249EIU's rally forced Anderson to pound Whelchel held Domercant
Cuthbert Victor made things
put Victor back in the game-with—to onTy I0 points on just 4-of-6
tough for Eastern Illinois once just over nine
minutes remaining.
again with a combined 34 Victor's return,coupled with a thun- shooting in the first half and used
points and 21 rebounds.
derous dunk from point guard Kevin II See Page 9A

Gipson's trey prevents EKU upset of Goys
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Corey tory was the 1 hth straight at home for
Gipson made a 3-pointer with two sec- Austin. Peay.
onds left to lift Austin Peay to a 83-80
Eastern Kentucky, which has not beatvictory Tuesday night over Eastern Ken- en Austin Peay since 1995, ended its seatucky in the first round of the Ohio Val- son at 11-17.
ley Conference Tournament.
Gipson and Adrian Henning both scored
The win moved the Governors (21-7) 22 points for Austin Peay, while Anthointo the second round of the tournament ny Davis added 12. Henning also had 10
on Friday to face Murray State. The vic- rebounds.

Matt Witt led the Colonels with 22
points, including three 3-pointers. Jon
Bentley had 16 and Shawn Fields 12 for
Eastern Kentucky.
The Colonels took a 45-36 halftime
lead on 63 percent shooting from the
field, but the Governors slowly fought
their way back into the game and took
their first lead at 62-61 with 8:11 left on

a jumper by Gipson.
The Colonels were playing in their
first OVC tournament game since the
1997-98 season.
Morehead State 91, SEMO 84
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) — Ricky
Minard had 30 points and 12 rebounds
to lead Morehead State to a 91-84 win
over Southeast Missouri in the first round

of the Ohio Valley Conference tournament Tuesday night.
Morehead State advances to a semifinal game Friday night against Tennessee
Tech, a 76-62 first-round winner over
Tennessee-Martin Tuesday night.
Marks scored 22 points for Morehead
State, which led 52-37 at halftime after
holding as much as a 22-point lead.

APSU ends
season for
Lady Racers

Lakers cruise to win
By MIKE OHSTROM
including 5-of-12 from long range.
LAKERS 85
Staff Writer
Adams had 13 points and Bynum
Christian Fellowship 55
Injuries have made the Calnine while Jones added five of
Christian Fellowship 15
25
41
55
loway County Lakers stronger. and Calloway
his seven off the bench in the
County
22
42
66
85
the Lakers killed off Christian Fel- Christian Fellowship (55) — Klope 21. B. first 16 minutes of action.
lowship's hopes for extending Eric Lewis 11, Bodnarchuk 10, Knight 9, Edmonds
"We wanted to make sure that
Knees 2, Adams-Jones, Bryan, Driver,
Klope's final season of high school 2.
every
pass was contested, and for
Forte. J. LeWis, Ordunez. FG: 23-47. 3basketball.
the most part, (CFS') guards had
point FG: 4-11 (Knight 3, B. Lewis). FT:
Approaching peak production 5-10 Record: 10-13. _
to be concerned with taking care
after weathering injuries to All- Calloway County(85) — Adams 25, Bynum of the ball instead of entering the
12, Barrow 11, McClure 11, N. Jones 7,
Purchase guard Mitchell McClure R. Jones 6, Walker 5, Crouch 3, Anderson ball into the post," Birdsong added.
and forwards Nathan Jones and 2. White 2, Murdock 1, Futrell, Wetter. "I think Seth Barrow did a good
Seth Barrow, CCHS (15-11) Wyatt. FG: 34-73. 3-point FG: 10-22(Adams job of using his quickness on
McClure 3, Bynum 2, N. Jones, Crouch).
advanced to Friday's Fourth Dis- 3.
Klope and not letting him just
FT: 7-14 Record: 15-11.
trict Tournament championship
walk down, catch it, turn around
Klope scored the first seven and score.
game with an 85-55 win over the
Eagles Tuesday at Murray High's points for the fourth-seeded Eagles
"The obvious thing has been
(10-13) to reach the plateau. as getting Mitchell back,
Tiger Gym.
but Terry
Terry Adams scored 25 points. CFS trailed 9-7 midway 'through Adams probably played
his most
Jimmy Bynum had 12 and McClure the first quarter.
complete game (Tuesday) and
But Calloway's relentless attackand Barrow added 11 apiece as
Nathan Jones has really been the
top-seeded Calloway improved to ing style --- both offensively and
difference for our basketball team.held Klope- score.4-1 since McClure's return from defensively
Klo.pe -made 10-of-17'baskets
less .for, the resi of the peribd as
a broken foot.
in
the district semifinal, but the
-Now that everybodjes healthy the regular-season district champiEagles'
23-of-47 shooting succes
and back with us, we've -got eight ons opened up a 22-15 'lead after
in
Comparison to Calloway
paled
or nine guys that we feet com- eight minutes -of play.
rate.
34-of-73
The
first
of
McClure's
three
3fortable playing with at any pace,"
Adams
was 9-of-20 and hit 3said Bynum after the Lakers secured pointers on the night ignited a 9of-7
from
downtown
while Bynum
a berth in next week's First Region 0 burst to begin the second stanwent
5-of-8,
Barrow
hit 5-of-12
za as part of a 20-4 run over a
Tournament.
Calloway will face the winner span of 6:27, and although the attempts and McClure knocked
of Thursday's 7 p.m. district semi- Eagles hit 11-of-21 first-half shots, down 3-of-4 tries from behind the
final at MHS between No. 2 Mar- CCHS led 42-25 at intermission. arc.
CCHS. which was 10-of-22 from
"We felt like we had superior
shall County and No. 3 Murray
in Friday's 7:45 p.m. final at the play at the guard spots. and if 3-point land, Poured in 24 thirdKlope has time, he can get you quarter points to pad its cushion
Regional Special Events Center.
But before earning that dis- in a position where you can't stop to 66-41.
The Lakers' longest scoreless
tinctioli, the Lakers had to sur- him," said Laker head coach Terry
vive a 21-point, 21-rebound per- Birdsong, whose squad.. allowed.... drought in the third period lasied
formance from Klope that pushed Klope to''go 6-for-IONfrom the for 80 seconds: and Calloway
owned a 32-point advantage when
the 6-foot-8, 270-pound' CFS cen- floor in the first half.
ter over the 2,000-point mark for
However, Calloway converted Adams' final bucket made it a 75ihis career.
I8-of-36 shots before the break, 43 count with 5:49 left to play.

MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo
LOOK, ONE HAND ... Calloway County's Terry Adams skies
in the lane for two of his 25 points against the defense of
Christian Fellowship's Brian Bodnarchuk during Tuesday's
Fourth District Tournament game at Murray High School.

Staff Report Murray Ledger & Times
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. — As
the No. 8 seed in the Ohio Valley Conference Championship
Tournament, the Murray State Lady
Racers had the dubious honor of
playing their first-round game at
top-seeded Austin Peay.
Murray State became APSU's
20th consecutive victim in a 7554 loss, ending MSU's 2002-03
season Tuesday night.
Austin Peay is ranked 31st in
this week's Associated Press poll.
The Lady Goys were 'undefeated
in OVC play (16-0) this season.
Beth Schnakenberg was held
below 10 points for only the third
time this season and the first time
since New Year's Eve. The Lady
Racers' leading scorer was held
to nine points — equaling a season-low
on 4-for-8 shooting
from the field.
Schnakenberg's lone 3-pointer
on the night gave her the. school
record for single-season 3-point
field goals made (55). Earlier this
season, she set the MSU singleseason record for 3-point field goals
attempted,ending the season at 170.
Murray State was led by Megan
Fuqua, who had 11 points on 2for-5 shooting from 3-point range.
Lori Trumblee added nine points
and six rebounds for the Lady
Racers, while Khadija Head handed out four assists. Brittany Park
grabbed three steals for MSU.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

NCAA clears
Cards' Stone
By CHRIS DUNCAN
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville center Marvin Stone has
been cleared to play by the NCAA,
athletics director Tom Jurich said.
Louisville officials have been
awaiting word for a week on
whether the team's 6-foot-I0 senior would lose his amateur status
for accepting improper benefits
from Mark Komara, his former
AAU coach.
Donald Jackson, Stone's attorney, said that the NCAA upheld
the case presented by Jackson and
the school that Stone's relationship with Komara was established
before Stone began earning recognition for his basketball ability.
The NCAA allows established
family friends to provide benefits
for student-athletes as long as the
relationship began before the athlete gained status for his skills
and did not develop as a result
of the athlete's increased notoriety.
Jurich said the NCAA told the

school it concluded Stone did nothing wrong.
"We received correspondence
'from the NCAA which confirmed
that based on all the available
information, there was a pre-existing relationship between the Stone
family and Mark Komara and no
violation has occurred," Jurich said.
"The university continues to look
at all sides of this, but based upon
all information to date, there is
no violation of amateurism rules
and Marvin is cleared to play."
The school decided to bench
Stone for Louisville's game with
East Carolina last Saturday while
the NCAA continued its inquiry.
Stone will return to action tonight,
when No. 15 Louisville (20-5, 104 Conference USA) plays at DePaul
(14-11, 6-8 Conference USA).
The Cardinals were already playing without leading rebounder Ellis
Myles, who suffered a season-ending knee injury against Marquette
last Thursday.
Despite the inquiry, Stone had
continued to practice with the team.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

The Insurance Center
of Murray
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'Breds top Xavier
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State Thoroughbreds
got a strong pitching effort from
Craig Ringwald while first baseman Brett McCutchan went 3-for4 from the plate and scored four
times to lead MSU to a 9-3 win
over Xavier Tuesday at Reagan
Field.
Ringwald (1-1) pitched 5 1-3
scoreless innings and gave up only
two hits after replacing starter
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger photo

FOUR SCORE ... Murray State
senior first baseman Brett
McCutchan went 3-for-4 with
two doubles and four runs
scored as the Thoroughbreds
defeated Xavier 9-3 Tuesday
at Reagan Field. The 'Breds
evened their record at 3-3.

• Racers

Craig Kraus in the second inning
to earn his first win of the season.
Greg Gray came on in the seventh and pitched two scoreless
innings to close out the guile for
MSU (3-3).
After the two teams exchanged
a pair of runs in the first inning,
Xavier (0-6) regained the lead at
3-2 in the second inning after designated hitter James Schlosser doubled to score Ryan Schreen.
The 'Breds came back to gain
the lead for .good in the bottom
of the third inning with a two-out
rally. McCutchan started the rally
with a double down the left field
line. Designated hitter Matt Rebout
singled to score McCutchan and

tie the game -at 3-3.,
After Rebout moved to -second
on a wild pitch. left fielder Geoff
Kirksey singled home' Rebout to
give MSU the lead for good at
MSU scored a single run in
the fourth and fifth innings respectively, scored a pair of runs in
the seventh and closed out the
scoring with another run in the
eighth.
Rebout, a 6-6junior from Kansas
City, Mo., finished the day 2-for2 with two RBIs and a run scored.
Murray State hosts Evansville
today at 2 p.m. and has a threegame series against Wright State,
beginning with a Saturday doubleheader at ,noon.

We're More
Like

• • •

From Page 8A
his physical play in the second
half to wear down the nation's
second-leading scorer.
"Antione Whelchel was awesome," Anderson noted. "He did
an outstanding job of defending
Henry Domercant."
Samuels concurred.
"I think Whelchel took a lot
of pride in his defense (Tuesday),"
said the long-time EIU coach.
"He's a guy who can get right

into Henry's face and make it
tough on him ... (Murray) is more
physical when he's in the lineup,
and that presents a problem for
us because we're not a physical
team."
"My job was to make him earn
every point he got," Whelchel said.
"This time of the year, it's one
and done. If you lose, you go
home. With Chris out, we know
we have to pick up the slack on
defense, and I think we did that."

Haverstock
— and —
Suiter
hnOvSuner

211 S. 12th St.. Murray. KY •753-3415

1111
1
VanNaverstock

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355

NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
L
Pct.
W
New Jersey
38 23
623
Philadelphia
34 25
576
Boston
567
34 26
Orlando
31 30
508
Washington
483
29 31
New York
433
26 34
Miami
333
20 40
Central Division
Pct.
W
L
Indiana
633
38 22
Detroit
38 23
623
New Orleans
565
35 27
Milwaukee
500
30 30
Atlanta
23 38
377
Chicago
339
21 41
Toronto
19 38
333
Cleveland
183
11 49
Monday's Games
Boston 111, Memphis 110
Orlando 104, Chicago 89
Sacramento 107, Philadelphia 99
New Orleans 111, LA Clippers 108
Tuesday's Games
Toronto 89, Washington 86
Atlanta 92. Denver 86
Milwaukee 100, Miami 91
Detroit 96, Houston 83
New York 89. de-Aland 80
Phoenix 104, San Antonio 97
Dallas 88. New Jersey 79
Seattle 92, Minnesota 83
Golden State 107. Indiana 100

GB
—
3
3.5
7
8.5
11.5
17.5
GB
—
05
4
8
155
18
175
27

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Pct. GB
W
L
Dallas
767 —
46 14
41 18
San Antonio
45
695
Minnesota
40 22
645
7
Utah
34 25
576 11 5
Houston
30 30
500 16
18 41
Memphis
305 275
Denver
12 49
197 345
Pacific Division
W
L
Pct. GB
42 19
Sacramento
.689 —
Portland
39 20
2
661
LA Lakers
32 26
552
85
Phoenix
32 28
533
95
Golden State
500 11 5
30 30
Seattle
28 31
475 13
19 40
LA Clippers
322 22

047.11,'‘

Today's Games
New York at Boston. 6 p m
Atlanta at Cleveland. 6 pm
Houston at Toronto, 6 p m
Milwaukee at Orlando, 6 p.m
L A Clippers at Washington, 6 p.m
Denver at Memphis, 7 p.m.
Seattle at Utah, 8 p m
Portland at Phoenix, 8 p.m.
Minnesota at Sacramento, 8 p.m.
Indiana at LA Lakers. 9.30 p m
Thursday's Games
New Jersey at San Antonio. 6.30 p.m
Golden State at Chicago, 730 p.m.
Philadelphia at Portland, 9 p

'
•
et
$

,...-

A

SportsBriefs
• HENDERSON, Tenn. — Former Calloway County High School girls' basketball standout Tiffany Lassiter scored 15 points in 16 minutes off the bench
Tuesday in Freed-Hardeman's 91-71 home win over Martin Methodist College
Lassiter, a junior forward, made 6-of-7 field goals, including 3-of-4 shots
from 3-point range and grabbed two rebounds for the Lady lions, who improved
to 29-4 on the year and 13-3 in conference play

INN*

Give your money a safe place to hang out.

• The Calloway County Soccer Foundation will have an open meeting Tuesday at 6:30 p.m in the CCHS cafeteria. The new officers will be introduced
and fund-raising ideas will be discussed.
All interested parents are encouraged to attend For more information, call
Kathy Wilson at 753-6042 or 762-1553.

ms.
SPAGHETTI

WEDNESDAY
SPAGWETTI SPEC/4

with Meat Sauce or Marmara Sauce

$1.99

_PL
unch & Dinncr -- 11

'4713 Chestnut Street
Murray

rn

p 111

DINNER SALAD $ 1.19

Paglials'y

UPSolutions Money Market
753-2975
looking for a better place for your money? Your timing couldn't be better.

1101N-W 1111!

For a limited time, Union Planters is offering a special 3.00% yield in our

Turn your scruffy puppy into a
well-groomed pooch with a visit
to our salon.
BATHING
CLIPPING
GROOMING
NAIL TRIMMING

UPSolutions Money Market' account. All it takes is $25,000 or more in new
money and a UPSo/utions Checking!' account. Don't wait until it's too late..

EAR CLEANING
DETIC KING
FLEA BATHS
MEDICATED BATHS

Visit your nearest Union Planters office or call 1-800-448-7345.

Professional Groomer
Paula Campbell

AUNION PLANTERS BANK

By Appointment Only

(270)753-6749
Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
1271 Robertson Rd. South
www.westsideveteoim

Member FDIC
• 3 00% knnual Percentage Veld APY , is accurate as of 2 12,03 and ,s ,ub!eci to change without notice You can ffl•if up tot, preauthorired or electronic debits or withdrawals fob which may be checks
510 per check charge applies in, each check 0,11.1 the legal limit of I per month Minimum 52S 000 deposit in new 'none, required AP', rs lower for balances below 525 000 Fee% may reduce earnings on
account ((MOM!, most have A UP801111100S Che(k1011ACCOUll,to open a UPSolution, Money Market account Certain
ItKi10,11 Ta,
www unionplanters(011)( Copyright 2001 Union Planters Sank
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Senior
Wednesday, March 5, 2003

More Medicaid drug plan duels
seniors to move out of traditional Medicare and Medicare Center for Beneficiary Choices, to
oversee the program.
into private plans.
Low-income seniors would receive the drug
M,ost of the 40 million Americans on Medicare
are in fee-for-service, which gives patients a free coverage without paying the annual premium,
choice of doctors but little drug help. The White and those not eligible for Medicaid would receive
House said Tuesday that those who chose fee-for- unspecified financial assistance for out-of-pocket
service plans within health networks — an option .drug costs. The government would pay for most
under Bush's proposed :Enhanced Medicare" of Enhanced Medicare, which would also provide
idea — could get prescription.help. Those who full coverage of preventive benefits and protecstayed in the traditional fee-for-service would tion against high out-of-pocket drug costs. It
only get prescription assistance for "high out-of- would eliminate the lifetime limit for inpatient
pocket" drug expenses; the White House refused hospital care.
Seniors who chose to stay in traditional
to define "high."
The White House promised "comprehensive" Medicare would get protection against high drug
benefits for those who moved into HMOs and pri- costs also. The framework did not specify what
vate plans, but officials refused to offer specifics, would constitute high drug costs, or where the
insisting that Congress would iron out the details. government help would kick in, and White House
The president is pinning his hopes on what the officials declined to say what they envisioned.
The administration offered a third option,
White House calls "Enhanced Medicare," an
arrangement in which seniors would join a health "Medicare Advantage," that would enroll seniors
plan and get unspecified prescription drug bene- in "low-cost and high-coverage managed care
fits in return for paying a monthly premium and plans" currently available under Medicare. Plans
an annual deductible. Underscoring the emphasis in competitive markets would bid to provide parthe administration places on the plan, Bush pro- ticipants with Medicare's enhanced basic benefit
posed creating a new government agency, the package.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush said
Tuesday that introducing free-market competition
to the Medicare system would give seniors more
choices and better treatment, and he pledged
sweetened benefits such as prescription drug subsidies for those who switch to private health plans
and HMOs.
"When insurance providers compete for a
patient's business, they offer new treatments and
services quickly." Bush told a friendly audience
of doctors and others at an American Medical
Association convention. "If they don't, the
patient, the customer, will look for better services
elsewhere."
Bush and Democrats moved separately
Tuesday to deliver on long-standing promises to
add a prescription drug benefit to Medicare,
which currently offers virtually none. The administration also wants to control expenses of
Medicare at a time when, according to Bush,
health care costs are rising at the fastest pace in a
decade."We can and we must protect our seniors
from runaway health care costs," Bush said.
Democratic and Republican congressional
leaders alike questioned the plan's effort to entice

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times Photo
Rose Brooks paints the
Murray's
READY
...
BORN
SHE WAS
form
of a snowman during
in
the
bisque
ceramic
hands of a
County
Murray-Calloway
at
the
workshop
Paint
Ready
to
a
Seniors Center. The class is taught by Calloway County
artist Margaret Yuill.

Health care facility
takes new approach
for dementia patients

Food Market

Prices Good March 5
thru March 11

New Hours:
Mon.-Sat, 8:00-7:00

Good Food From Good folks
1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities And Correct Pricing Errors.

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

$

New York Choice Cut

Strip Steak
SA99
BeefStew
w
$1
Bone

Cbf s Chace

Dinner
Entrees

Lb

99

$
$

Lb

C

[

Country Fresh

Imperial

Fat Free Milk

Margarine

gal $

1

1 Lb. Quarters

79

Bath Tissue
4 Rolls

99c

11-15 oz.

2% Milk
Cranberry Juice

1/2 gal $ 1 09

Ocean Spray

64 oz.

2/$4°°

Certified
Angus

Owen's Best

')wen's Best Storernooi-lot ci Pelt

BBQ Ribs Pimento Cheese
$199 $189
.
01,
\if Lb

Owen's Best Cop
or Lemon Pepper

Corned Beef Pork Loin
$A89 $c89
%IF Lb.

99`

(Coke,Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Cat Free Coke
12 Pk.

Friskies

Cat Food
Brownies

53-6 oz

3/$'I 00

Lb

$ 'I 29
Reg. 19.8-20.5 oz

Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite

1/2 Liter 6 Pk.

H ,ApParcoszys..cm. >lo

MINER./

NO Lb

23 oz.

Betty Crocker Fudge

Prairie Farms

Ham
$199

59

5/$300

Coke, Diet Coke, Mello Yello,
OCIOC
2 Liter 77
Sprite, Caf. Free Coke

Owen's Best
Pit-Baked

Apple Sauce

Green Giant Vegetables
Corn, Green Beans, Peas

Angel Soft

White House

Lb

Florida
Clamshell

Golden Ripe

BBQ Beef

Bananas

FREE!

Idaho
Baking

Navel
Strawberries Oranges Potatoes
$ 199
$1 29
39!t_

Owen's Best
Buy 1 Lb
at $459 Lb
Get 1 Lb

4 Lr.; Bog Coiitono

c
39

Lb

Red
Seedless

Grapes
$ 1 19
Lt)

Broccoli
Crowns

99cLb

By LORI BURLING
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -Suzanne "Granny" McCord sat with
a smile in the mall attached to her
new living center that will house
residents with Alzheimer's disease.
"Good morning, Ms. McCord," a
staffer waved as he walked through
the corridor Thursday morning.
McCord has lived in the
Episcopal Church Home for nearly
two years. Next week, she will
move to the new $7.1 million
Memory Care Center of Excellence,
designed to care for dementia
patients using a method of care that
is designed to provide patients a
home-like community instead of a
hospital-like environment.
It's more than just a care center
because it offers a beauty salon, a
gift shop and a pet store where residents can check out animals like
library books.
"I just love it here," she said
Thursday during the grand opening
of the center.
The Eden Alternative method
was developed by geriatric physician William Thomas. The concept
of the program is to surround the
Alzheimer's patient with living
things — such as plants and pets —
and provide social opportunities
and a sense of purpose. The facility
— designed as eight separate communities equipped with bedrooms,
living rooms and kitchens -- is centered on the mall area where residents can feel like they are in a
community instead of a nursing
home.
"It's more like living in a single
dwelling than an institution," said
Keith Knapp, CEO of Episcopal
Church Home, which owns the center. "Just because you have
Alzheimer's disease does not mean
you should be disconnected with the
community. We're encouraging residents to take responsibility of taking care of a pet or plant to give
them the satisfaction of doing something meaningful to another living
thing."
Knapp said the 52-room center is
the first in the state that was built as
a care center based solely on the
Eden method. It's one of about 120
throughout the country,according to
Knapp. Facilities that use the program must also have specially
trained staff.
No definitive numbers of these
types of communities are available
because the National Alzheimer's
Association does not keep track of
Eden Alternative facilities.
Eden
According
to
the
Alternative's Web site, many care
facilities or nursing homes throughout the country have trained staff in
Eden's approach. There is only one
other center in Kentucky, but it is
not solely devoted to dementia residents.
"In Jefferson County, there are
nine nursing homes that have units
for Alzheimer's care, but they are
not all licensed for the same levels
of care," said Alison Serey, presi—
dent and CEO of the Alzheimer's
Association of the Greater
Kentucky and Southern Indiana

if They have a
disease. They haven't
gone crazy.
— Charles Pierce
Author of 'Hard to Forget: An
Alzheimer's Story'
Chapter.
The new center will also be used
as a research and training facility
for students and faculty at the
University of Louisville and the
University of Kentucky.
"We want to teach residents
(graduate students) to be good
physicians in caring for patients
with memory loss," said Karen.
Robinson, a professor of U of L's
School of Nursing.
Graham Rowles, an associate
director of UK's Sanders-Brown
Center on Aging who has done
extensive research on Alzheimer's,
said the facility will provide a new
style of research.
"Research that works for people," Rowles said. "Faculty and students will be able to talk with people who are memory impaired and
how this approach is helping them.
Does having a flower shop or a pet
store close make a difference?"
Charles Pierce, whose father
lived with the disease for four years
before his death in 1989, said the
mall activities will certainly make a
difference.
"They have a disease. They
haven't gone crazy," said Pierce, of
Boston, who wrote the book "Hard
To Forget: An Alzheimer's Story."
"This is the kind of facility I had
hoped for for my dad."
Suzanne McCord's daughter-inlaw, Susan McCord, said she has
been anticipating an Eden facility
for a long time.
"Had they had this facility five
years ago my mother, Martha Hill,
would have been here too," said
Susan McCord, whose mother is in
the late stages of Alzheimer's and is
staying at an adjacent nursing
home. "This place is family-oriented, and my mother would have
loved the flower area."
The long-term care ' facility,
which costs residents $145 a day, is
equipped with a locked courtyard
and gardening areas. Each of the
four wings contains living areas and
• multiple bedrooms. Those residents
share'laundry andl kitchen facilities.
Each living area was built using
special technology and memory
enhancement concepts, such as dec-•
orating each living area with a different theme.
"If a resident gets turned around,
he can tell a staff member,'I live in
the horse area,— Knapp said referring to the living quarters decorated
in thoroughbred paraphernalia.
Knapp said the program is simply designed to curb three things:
loneliness, helplessness and boredom.
.11s asocial magnet," he said.
"It focuses more on what they (residents) want to do, rather than something planned for them to do."
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Lowe's
celebrating
Red Cross
Month

•

Lowe's Home Improvement is
celebrating National Red Cross
month by continuing its longstanding partnership with the
humanitarian
organization.
through in-store fund-raising
programs and other Initiatives
that support the lifesaving mission of the Red Cross. ' —
Throughout the month of
March, Lowe's is encouraging its
customers to support the
American Red Cross by making
a financial contribution whenever they shop as pan of a nationwide customer donation program. Counter stickers at each
register will feature donation bar
codes for customers to make a
gift to their local Red Cross
chapter. ... The funds raised _
through this effort will help provide local disaster relief in our
community.
To raise public awareness of
the importance of tlislister preparedness, the Calloway County
Chapter of American Red Cross
will be conducting its 2003
Disaster Blaster event Saturday,
Mardi 29 from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
This is a one-day event designed
to .allow Calloway ,County citizens to meet and ask questions of
local emergency-related agencies
and businesses.
The goal of the event, according to Disaster Blaster chairman,
John Nix Purdom, is to facilitate
disaster planning and preparedness for every family in
Calloway County.
The Murray Lowe's, located
on Hwy. 121, just west of 12th
St., will be hosting the event in
its parking lot..
"Lowe's has long been a dedicated supporter of the American
Red Cross, and we encourage
customers to visit Lowe's and
make a contribution for disaster
relief efforts, right here in
Murray." said Holly Webb, local
Red Cross executive director.
In the past year. the Calloway
County chapter responded to 14
house fires and other disasters,
offering food, shelter, counseling
and much more; trained 1,600 in
CPR,trained 650 in water safety,
gave 420 units of blood,' and
delivered AFES military communications support for local service men and women. Ongoing
support, like that provided by
Lowe's, is needed to make these
valuable local Red Cross services
possible, Webb stated.
In the past three years,
through the "Your Help Counts"
customer donation program,
Lowe's has raised more than $2.5
million. Lowe's has also been a
consistent and generous corporate supporter of the American
Red Cross with sponsorships, inkind donations, in-store promotions and corporate contributions
totaling more than $3.1 million
since 1999.
"Lowe's
supports
the
American Red Cross because it
touches the lives of many of our
neighbors and associates," said
Bob Gfeller, senior vice president of Lowe's Companies, Inc.
"The American Red Cross is one
way Lowes and our shoppers
can make a difference."
With 2001 sales of $22.1 billion, Lowe's Companies Inc. is a
Fortune 100 company that serves
more than seven million customers a week at more than 800
home improvement stores in 44
states. The 14th largest retailer in
the nation, Wilkesboro, NCbased Lowe's is the secondlargest home improvement retailer in the world.
Governed by volunteers and
supported by community donations, the American Red Cross is
a nationwide network of nearly
1,000 chapters and Blood
Services regions dedicated to
Saving •lives and helping people
prevent, prepare for and respond
to emergencies.
Led by 1.2 million volunteers
.and 30.000 employees, the Red
Cross annually mobilizes relief
to families affected by more than.
67,000 disasters, trains almost 12
million people in lifesaving skills
and exchanges more than a million emergency messages for
U.S. military service personnel
and-their families. The Red Cross
is the largest supplier of blood
and blood products to more than
3.000 hospitals across the nation
and also assists victims of international disasters and conflicts at
locations worldwide.
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Learning more about 'tough love'
QUESTION: Last week, you
worse than the most lonely instance
explained the first nine principles of singleness.
of your "Love Must Be Tough"
I I. Beginning early in the dating
philosophy. What are the remain- relationship, treat the other person
ing eight?
.with respect and expect the same in
DR. DOBSON: These eight
return. A man should open doors
"Love Must Be • for a woman on formal evenings; a
Tough" princiwoman should speak respectfully of
ples that will
her escort when in public, etc. If
help you avoid
you don't preserve this respectful
the common pitattitude when the foundations of
falls of those
marriage are being laid, it will be
who are trying to virtually impossible to construct
win the heart of
them later.
another during
12. Do not equate human worth
the courtship
with flawless beauty or handsomeness! If you require physical perFocus on phase:
10. Beware of fection in your mate, he or she may
the Family blindness to
make the same demands of you.
By Dr. James
obvious warning
Neither of you will retain it for
Dobson
signs that tell
long. Don't let love escape you
President
you that your
because of the false values of your
potential husculture.
band or wife is
13. If genuine love has escaped
basically disloyal, hateful, spiritual- you thus far, don't begin believing
ly uncommitted, hooked on drugs
"no one would ever want me." That
or alcohol, given to selfishness, etc. is a deadly trap that can destroy
Believe me, a bad Marriage is far
you emotionally! Millions of peo-

pie are looking for someone to
love. The problem is finding one
another!
14. Regardless of how brilliant
the love affair has been, take time
to "check your assumptions" with
your partner before committing
yourself to marriage. It is surprising
how often men and women plunge
toward matrimony without ever
becoming aware of major differences in expectation between them.
15. Sexual familiarity can be
deadly to a relationship. In addition
to the many moral, spiritual and
physical reasons for remaining virgins until marriage, there are
numerous psychological and interpersonal advantages as well.
Though it's an old-fashioned
notion. perhaps, it is still true that
men do not respect "easy" women
and often become bored with those
who have held nothing in reserve.
Likewise, women often disrespect
men who have only one thing on
their minds. Both sexes need to
remember how to use a very

ancient word. It's pronounced
"NO!"
16. Country singer Torn T. Hall
wrote a.song in which he revealed
an understanding of the concept we
have been describing. His lyric
read. "If you hold love too loosely
then it flies away; if-you hold love
too tightly, it'll die. It's one of the
mysteries of life." Hall's observation is accurate. If the commitment
between a man and a woman is
given insufficient importance in
their lives, it will wither like a plant
without water. The whole world
knows that much. But fewer lovers
seem to realize that extreme •
dependency can be just as deadly to
a love affair. It has been said that
the person who needs the other
least will normally he in control ot
the relationship. I behest: that to be
true.
17. There is nothing about marriage that eliminates the basic need
for freedom and respect in romantic
interactions. Keep the mystery and
the dignity in your relationship. If

the other partner begins to feel
trapped and withdraws for a time,
grant him or her some space and
pull back yoursilf. Do not build a
cage around that Person. Instead,
release your grip with confidence
while never appeasing immorality
or destructive behavior.
These are the basics of the
"Love Must Be Tough" concept. I
could list another 100 suggestions,
but you get the idea.
Dr Dobson is president of the
nonprofit organization Focus on the
Family, P.O. Box 444, Colorado
Springs. CO 80903; or www.fantily.org. Questions and answers are
excerpted from "The Complete
Marriage and Family Home
Reference Guide," published by
Tyndale House.
0 2003 JAMES DOBSON INC.
DISTRIBUTED BY
UNIVERSAL PRESS
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HURRY! THE END IS IN SIGHT, AND THERE'S NEVER
BEEN ANYTHING QUITE LIKE IT IN THEIR 56-YEAR HISTORY!
THE STORE WILL BE CLOSED All DAY TODAY...
IN ORDER TO RESTOCK, RESTACK, AND
REORGANIZE FOR IHE FINAL REMAINING DAYS!
MAKE PLAN NOW TO JOIN THE CROWDS
WHEN THE SALE RESUMES ON THURSDAY!!

Ft> ILJ RANH LL1CO

LL AAR

FINAL WEEKEND!
/IT'S A HUGE SALE SELECTION!
SHOP IMPORTANT
PRICE REDUCTIONS
ON ALL OF
THEIR FAMOUS

NAME BRANDS!
• Thomasville
• Broyhill
• Henredon
• Lane /
Action
• Simmons
• Serta
• Kincaid

• Keller
• Klausner
• La-Z-Boy
• American
Sleep
Ashley
•
• Pennsylvania
House

• And Many, Many More!

COME EARLY FOR LARGE
AND COMPLETE SELECTION!

DOORS OPEN TOMORROW
AND FRIDAY, FROM

12 NOON 'TIL 9PAI!
PLUS!
SPECIAL CREDIT TERMS MAKE IT EVEN EASIER FOR
YOU TO BUY AT THIS YEAR'S WINTER CLEARANCE!

• NO PAYMENTS!
• NO INTEREST!
FOR 1 FULL YEAR!

THEY'RE OFFERIN
ONE OF THE AREA'S
LARGEST WINTER
CLEARANCE SALES!
• Living Rooms!
• Dining Rooms!
• Bedroom Suites!
• Chairs!
• Rockers!
• Recliners!
• Dinette Sets!
• Tables & Lamps!
• Accessories!
• Mattress Sets
In All Sizes!
• Chests!
• Bunk Beds!
• Room Packages!

• Sleeper Sofas!
• Reclining
Furniture!
• Metal Beds!
• Kid's Rooms!
• Glider Rockers!
• Leather
Furniture!
• Curio Cabinets!
• Entertainment
Centers!
• Home Office!
• Wall Units!

• And Much, Much More!

BRING A FRIEND AND
YES! IT'S QUICK AND EASY
BARGAIN SHOPPING AT
MAKE NO PAYMENTS, PAY BROWSE FOR HOURS AS
ITS MOST EXCITING WITH
NO INTEREST UNTIL 2004! THEY OFFER EVERYTHING
IN INVENTORY AT
ONCE-A-YEAR WALL-TO-WALL
EVEN
USE
OR
AT
;
4
4oLocR
1i
1
i
WINTER CLEARANCE
WINTER CLEARANCE SAVINGS
WALL-TO-W
CLEARANC
ALL
E SAVINGS!
SAVINGS FOR 2003!
ON EVERY ITEM IN STOCK!!
SUPERCENTER
3801 Hinklevitle Rd
Highway 60 • A Half Mole
Eisid of I 24. Paducah. KY
442.4455 • 1 800 788 6224
Op.. Dotty /0 7 • Sun V 3 • F. 706

BENTON
Division of Kolloy
Furniture. Ins
Visit us at wove flonsingfurnituro.com
'With $999 minimum purchase with approved credit
"Excludes Value Priced tens.
Closeouts. Special Sale Items. & Room Solutions Does Not Appty To Previous Purchases
Limited Quantities on CIOSOOW Items Not all items at all stores Items similar as shown
"'See store tor details Special orders require 25% deposit

BUY NOW
AND SAVE!

305 North Main St.. Benton. KY
527 3481 • 1 800 599 6224
Open Daily 9 to 5. rnday 9 to 6

16TH STREET
451 South 16th St.. Paducah. KY
442 4465 • 1 800 450 6224
Open Daily 9 to 5. Friday 9 to 6

AFTER MONTHS OF PI ANNNG AND PREPARATION, R'S HERE!
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District Judge Carroll completes
five-day orientation program
FRANKFORT, Ky., Feb.. 26.
2003 • Newly elected District
Judge Jeanne Carroll, who serves
Calloway County, took the bench
on Jan. 6, 2003. To prepare for the
move from attorney to judge. Judge
Carroll completed a five-day training session hosted by the
Administrative Office of the
Courts. The event, which took place
in Bowling Green in December, is
designed to give judges a jump start
on their new positions.
The 2002 District Judges'
Orientation Program gave the
state's new district judges a comprehensive look at ethics, bail,
holding court, DUI, probate, forms,
domestic violence, small claims,
evictions, forcible detainer, waiver
of extradition, mental health, evidence,juvenile areas and paternity.
"All Kentucky judges must first
be lawyers before being elected,"
said Family Judge Jeff Walson who

serves Clark and Madiscin counties come into contact with the judicial
and was the 2002 president of the system appear in District Court.
District
Judges' District Court judges hear juvenile
Kentucky
Association. "But while the legal matters, city and county ordinances,
knowledge might be much the misdemeanors, traffic offenses,
same, the legal skills used by an probate of wills, felony preliminary
attorney advocating for a client are hearings and certain civil cases.
entir.ely different from those There are currently more than 100
employed by a judge who must ren- district judges • in Kentucky who
der impartial decisions. Making serve 59 judicial districts. To qualithat transition as smooth as possible fy to serve as a.district judge, an
not only helps the newly elected individual must have been a
judges, but ensures the system licensed attorney for at least two
works better for the people they years. District judges are elected
serve."
officials and serve a four-year term.
Judge Walson added that new
The Administrative Office of the
judges also benefit from other sup- Courts in Frankfort, Ky., supports
port that includes networking the activities of .more than 3,500
opportunities, written materials and Kentucky Court of Justice employa mentorship program that pairs ees, including the elected offices of
new judges with experienced justices, judges and circuit court
judges.
clerks. As the fiscal agent for the
District Court is often called Court of Justice. the AOC prepares
"the people's court" because 90 a biennial budget draft and executes
percent of all Kentuckians who the judicial budget.

SHERRY MCCLAIN/MSU photo

BRAIN FOOD ... Students who spend time in the library studying at Murray State University
no longer will face long hours without snacks. Waterfield Library has installed a new snack
bar, StarBooks, on the first floor of the facility. Starbooks offers coffee, soh drinks, water,
chips and pastries for students who need refreshment while they work. Trying out the coffee
one morning was Dr. F. King Alexander, MSU president, who was assisted with his purchase
by Yaling Zhao, a graduate student from China in the TESOL program. The coffee bar is open
Monday through Friday, 7:30 a.m. - 4 p.m. and 7-10 p.m., and on Sunday from 7-10 p.m. It is
closed on Saturdays.

U.S. Soldiers wait for toilet paper,
other supplies at Camp New Jersey
CAMP NEW JERSEY, Kuwait
(AP)— As they set up this sprawling camp on Tuesday, soldiers in
the 101st Airborne awaited helicopters, Hum vees and other crucial
supplies — such as 52,000 rolls of
toilet paper.
Supplies of toilet paper are so
low, soldiers said they were
rationing their remaining rolls.
"In the long term, it's pretty
key," said Capt. Sean Davis, 32, of
Poolesville, Md., who oversees
logistics for the 101st Airborne
Division's 3rd Brigade, 187th
Regiment.
Word of the crisis has gotten
back to the division's home in Fort
Campbell, Ky., where troops
boarding planes to the Gulf were
told to carry a handy roll in their
carry-on pack along with the
rations known as meals ready to
eat, or MREs.
"You've got guys going to war
with their ammunition, their rolls
of toilet paper, and their MREs,"
joked Col. Michael Linnington, the
commander of the 3rd Brigade.
The shortages should be temporary, a casualty of the sweeping
process of moving thousands of
troops halfway across the world for
duty in the Gulf. At the moment,
the division's supplies, everything
from tents to ammunition, are
aboard a ship in the Indian Ocean,
but should arrive soon.
Maj. Gen. David H. Petraeus,
commanding general of the division, said 13,500 soldiers in the
101st have arrived in Kuwait and,
as far as the Army is concerned.
things are working out just fine.
"We are ahead of schedule,"
Petraeus said as he strode the
grounds of Camp New Jersey as
troops conducted trench warfare
drills. "This baby is on track."
As far as deployments go

puters for soldiers to send e-mail, a
barber shop and post exchange.
Pulling—it -together has been
tough for Maj. Michael Seering, a
38-year-old reservist from Green
Bay, Wis., who acts as the camp's
"mayor." An Army reservist with
19th
Core
the
Material
Maintenance Conimaild, he has
faced unusual obstacles — like
when the mess hall collapsed in
heavy wind.
"We are living like kings in this
camp, and I really cannot complain
at all," Davis said.
Seering, technology sales consultant, was surprised to find himthings here are actually pretty
self here so soon. He received
good. Troops are.getting hot food,
word last week that his reserve unit
warm blankets and showers three
was activated. Two days later, he
times a week — though the Army
was on his way to Kuwait.
ic ePc('rgi'g soldiers to turn off
All three brigades from ifidivithe water while they scrub so
sion, with about 20,000 soldiers,
there's enough for everyone.
have received deployment orders
The Army has-also-set up corn-

BETTER BUILT GARAGES, INC.
EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST
Dwain Warren, Owner

15 Years In Business
Perry Warren, Manager

SUBSCRIBE TO THE MURRAY LEDGER
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Paint-your-own pottery studio

for the first time since the 1991
Gulf War. Soldiers continue to
arrive by the hundreds.
Ships with the division's 275
helicopters and 3,800 vehicles are
expected in coming days. Soldiers
will go to the port to pick them up
so they can be flown and driven
inland.

•

Schedule Your Next Birthday Party With Us
Wednesday: After School Special 12-5:30 p.m.)
Thursday: Mommy & Me 11411-Price Studio Fee For Mils) Friday: Date Night

KIDZ NIGHT OUT
MARCH 7 and APRIL 4
305 N. 12th Street • University Plaza • Next to KM
www.personalizedpots.com

ou're
thoi/eJIo a
neiyhmgorf
yel-loyel er./
Heritage Bank cordially invites you to stop in at our new location at 210 North

(270)674-5530• Melber, KY
CHECK THESE FEATURES:

Compete:), Erected including Concrete Floors
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Buie All Quality Materials

A. 4'' concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B. 12" footing
C. Polyurethane ,
under concrete
D. Anchor bolts in
concrete
E. Treated bottom
plates
F. Constr. gr.
studs
G. 7/16- O.S.B.
undersiding
H. Masonite. wood or vinyl siding

I. Self-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft. O.C.
J. 1/2" plywood/O.S B.
K. Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
M. Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
0. 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P. 2x10 headers
0. 4x4 raised curb

12th Street Thursday, March 6 for a special get-together in honor of our new
home! • Come visit us at our new office on North 12th Street in Murray this
Thursday from 4:30 to 6 p.m. for some friendly conversation, a little refreshment,
and a look at our new banking center • We're very excited about being in
our new neighborhood. We hope you'll join us as we celebrate the re-location of
Heritage Bank. We're not just a bank. We're your new neighbors!

We offer you: FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

HERITAGEF

COMPARE OUR QUALITY & VALUE
Deluxe Models w/hardboard siding
11(2 CAR (12x20)
$4025
$4825
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE CAR (22x22)
S5125
2 1/2 CAR (24x24)
$5325
LARGE 2 112 CAR (24x30)
$5925
$7275
LARGE 3 CAR (30300)

Deluxe Models - vinyl siding
1 1;2 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE CAR (22x22)
2 1/2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x30)
LARGE 3 CAR (30x30)

$4525
$5225
$5325
$5675
$6425
$7675

1111111111Pr

YESTERDAY. TODAY. TOMORROW.
210 NORTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KENTUCKY • 270-753-7921
WWW.BANKWITHHERITAGE.COM

r D.CI

EQUAL Nouso.c LEND"

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT - CALL US - WE WONT BE UNDERSOLD

INTRODUCING....BETTER BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
Custom Built - Buy Or Rent To Own'

OVER A M1LUON DOLLARS IN USED CAR INVENTORY
:1
,
20411 t/lals Aurora

241411 I1az4la Tribute DX
- Purr. Lark% - Resents*I) Pletpr

Swarms( - fleeted Seat. 1:;
I
llherl.

$1340.

ONLY 1011i MILES

1•19:1 Itoiek Riviera
I limn Point -

1998 Plymouth-Neon
Grrea on Gass

2000 1101141a Civic
Lurks

q11.
2000 Olds Silhouette

I.

2000 GMC Jimmy ST1. I 1

1 4)99 Illillt 1.1•111111",
r.S,ra I I 'vi r. iniffn.
r.

LI Dr. - All Pwr. - Rear Air - CI)

Leather - All Parr. - CI) Myer

1$11,900

$16,900

$7,900

/IV
1996 Chevrolet Blazer

'1993 Pontiac Transport

1992 Mazda 1126001 Ext. Cali

211V0- Pwr. Sinolawst - Pwr. Larks.

Owl" kik Mi - Pwr. Dam
Rewash- Entry

1999 Cadillac 1:aiera
- Cluroner 'A herI-

12.900

$

I

- Caw.ette Great Ralslorr

$5.900

$1 3,900

MTN)

ORD

1300 121 N.Imprass• MURRAY,KY• 75111-5315 -(800)455-5315
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Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
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Domestic 8 Childcare
Business Opportunity
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Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
antiques
Lawn 8 Garden
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Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sate
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets 8 Supplies
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Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
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440
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4511
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Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles 8 ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats 8 Motors
Services Offered
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• New Non-Fiction •
Dixieland Shopping Ctr

753-4821
Mon.-Fri. 9:30-5
Sot. 9:30-4

( 1 It IP

I/ I
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•-44.0"N-4`
Card of Thanks

t

k

II

We want to

"thanks"' to
neighbors and
tt"friends that brought
food, sent flowers, and
consoling words from
everybody that dropped
by during the illness
and death of our loved
one. Also, to West View
'Nursing Home and
llospice staff.
A special thanks to the
pallbearers, Bro. Mtn
pale & Bro. Charlie
Bazzell and f.H.
Churchill Funeral
say

Thefamily of Wayne Hardie would
like to express our deep apprecia- tion ,for the love and support shown
us during the illness and death of
ourfather Thanksfor 'our prayers,
visits, cards. l'ood„gifts ofsympathy
and any other act of kindness shown
us. A special thank you to Home
Care Services of Murray-Calloway
Co. Hospital. both the Murray and
Benton staff the Drs. and staff of
Murray Calloway Co.Hospital. Dr
Blackburn and the Cancer Center
istaff and the staff and residence of
Glendale Place.

Kathryn Higgins andfamily
Carl Hardie andfamily
-41111m•---40•

CALLOWAY County
Pictorial History
Limited number available
Call now to purchase
759-4938
753-2350
753-7870
753-4054
NOW forming 8-ball league for Monday nights
Breaktime Billiards
759-9303
060

Help Wanted
PAGLIAI S Pizza and Ital
ian Restaurant since 1972
is accepting applications
for Servers All applicants
must apply at Pagliai's 970
Chestnut Street 7532975

Horne.

The Family of
Rachel
Barber GibbsPt G-f
"

GARY'S
DISCOUNT
197 Memorial Dr.• Paris, TN
(731)644-3821

CAR5/.9 /fa LOST THEIR LEASE
0# 2 8U/1.49/AVS,

immix° MUST CO/
All merchandise from Gary's Discount
Warehouse will be sold thru the Gary's
Discount Store because we lost the
lease on that building also

RESPIRATORY
THERAPIST
A leading progressitc
national respirator
company, seeks a
motivated contract
Respiratory Therapi,t
for the
Paducah/Mayfield/
Murray area.
Respiratory. RN or
LPN license required.
For immediate confidential consideration,
send your resume to:

P.O. Box 1040-D,
NIurray, KY 42071.
FOE.

DRIVER
Do What You Were Hired
To Do Drive
not Load
Earn up to 38c cpm No
Loading or Unloading. No
Forced NE or Canada
Guaranteed Home Policy.
2000 or newer Ccrnventionals 1 yr OTR exp , 23
yrs old Class A CDL
w,HazMat required Owner
Operators
Welcome
$1500 Sign-on Bonus for a
Limited Time Only PTL 1800-848-0405
LPN needed Part-time in
Medical Office Send Resume with references to
Allergy & Asthma Clinic of
W KY 2957 US Hwy
641 N Murray. KY 42071
PHYSICAL Therapist/PTA
Outpatient Orthopedic experience preferred Henry
Co Wound & Rehab 107
Memorial Dr Paris Tenn
38242 (731) 641-0002 or
fax to (731) 641-0030
•
SALES CLERK
20+ hours per/week rotating schedule. Pick up application or send resume_
Tooter's Antique Mall.
PO Box 196 Hazel. KY
42049 No phone calls

Licensed Nurse
RN or LPN
Full-time
Night 7p-7a
Competitive
Salary
Sign-on Bonus

Apply in
person at

Mills Manor
500 Beck Lane

Mayfield, KY 42066

AGRICULTURAL WORKERS NEEDED
04/09/03 - 01/10/04 • 04/20/03 -01/15/04
04/21/03 - 12/25/03 • 04/28/03 - 12/31/03
04113/03 - 12/20/03
Wage, min. of $7.07 and/or 88.00 per hour
depending on job performed. 75% of hours
listed on job order will be guaranteed. All
tools will be provided at no cost. Free housing
provided to those beyond local recruiting
area. Transportation and subsistence paid
when 50% of contract is met. Contact local
State Employment Service Office

NOW HIRING

2
5%oFF
STOREWIDE

50%

OFF

CHRISTMAS
The shelves are full!
New Merchandise Daily!
Mon.-Sat. 8:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
Sun. 12:30 p.m.-5:30-p.m.

Shift managers and crew members for
all positions and for all shifts. Must
be able to work days. nights and
weekends.
Apply at

Sonic Drive In
217 S. 12th St., Murray
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

POSITION AVAILABLE
•

Community Manager
Excellent opportunity for married couple'

Manager-in-residence wanted- for Wesley At
DEPENDABLE Waitresses
Murray. a brand-new 27 unit retirement commuat Cypress Springs Resort
Call for appointment 436- • nity, located a short distance north of the MS1.:
stadium. Hours of work for the manager are part5496

Used Paperback
For Trade & Sale

rill'‘MtS

has opening for RV Sales
person Call (270) 247
8591 for interview

BUS DRIVERS
•

The Calloway County Board of Education is
currently accepting applications for Bus
Drivers. All applicants must have a high
school diploma or GED. be at least 21 years
of age, in good physical condition, and have
a valid Kentucky driver's license. In addition, each applicant is required to have or be
willing to obtain a CDL license. Hourly compensation begins at $9.12. Fringe benefits
including health insurance, life insurance,
and county retirement will be provided to all
full-time employees. Applications for' this
position may be obtained at the Calloway
County Board of Education. 2110 College
Farm Road. Murray. KY 42071. Should you
have specific questions, please call 7627322. The Calloway County Board of
Education is an Equal 'Education and
Employer Institution.

time. 20 hours per week. Mon.-Fri.
Compensation is $8.(X) to $9.00 per hour plus a
Iwo bedroom apartment. The building is sched
uled to open this spring. Successful candidate to
be available late March.
Please send resume to:
Wesley Housing Corporation
Department of Human Resources
400 S. Highland Street, Memphis,TN 38111
Phone (901)125-7800 * Fax (901)323-1724
-mail to: mharrisn wesleyhousing.com
090
Domestic 8 Childcare
A-1 House Cleaning Cal
Linda 759-9553 •
WE do housecleaning,
please call 753-1016
WILL do Housecleaning
753-3802

1 50
Articles
For Sale
FIRE SALE at Miss Bra.
dies in Hazel. KY All inand
ventory
fixtures.
March 6-9 8a-4p details
www missbrackes com

OPENING SOON
Higher Praise Christian
Childcare Learning Center
Offering a Christian Educational Curriculum
and a warm loving environment
Accepting Applications
Beginning Feb. 24, 2003
6wks to 5 yrs
Please Call for more information
753'1991
Director Sheila Scott
(Ms Sheila)
•GIRLS 18 speed bicycle
$40 00
•GE
Freezer
Upright
$10000
FOR Sale Mobile Home
767-9206 after 5 00
Park. Excellent opportunity. Located in a West Ten- •L0WRY Organ $200 00
Dodge
nessee college town. Ask- .96
Intrepid
ing $320,000 Financing 53,500 00
available to qualified bor- *Large Entertainment Cenrower. Contact Steve Rice ter $50 00
at Reelfoot Bank, Union •Couch & Chair 5100 00
City TN. (731)886-5724 or •Washer $100 00
Trailer
House
.94
(731 7 -1081
$6,000 00
•Gas Heater 575 00
474-2540
100

Business
Opportunity

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
3BR Brick home in or nea
City limits Priced from mid
70's-80's Call 759-1628
Leave message if no answer

MUST sell immediately:
*King size Bedroom set or
will trade for Queen size.
•Living Room set. like new.
*Daybed
*Lots of Hard cover Books
Everything very reasonably priced
Phone 759-2509 after 5 30
pm

•NEW 15X8 Tan Carpet
$75
.5 DM/sets of Salt Pepper
Shakers all, $8
• Computer Chair $10
ELECTRIC
heaters air *Large Entertainment Cenconditioners, used carpet- ter. $150
ing,
refrigerators and 753-0434
stoves 753-4109
*SOFA & Chair
WANT to buy. Junk Car .2 Recliners
and Trucks Call (270) •Stereo & Records
474-2540 or 836-4697 Six *Sofa Table
•White Carpet 14x21
days a week
•Brass Mirrors
WANTED Riding Mower *Pictures
that needs work 436- 753-8004
2867
160
Home Furnishings
WOULD like the opportunity to buy large or small collection of pocket knives *3 Piece Leather Living
new or .used (270) 247- Room Suite $t.200
0150
•2 Piece Fabric Living
Room Suite 5800 00
150
Articles
Oak Dining Room Set
For Sale
w/Hutch $900 00
.Oak Bed w mattress
ALPINE 25 Watt car ster- Queen size $400 00
eo CD AM/FM 2 faces •2 Leather like Recliners
$75 00 753-1635 after 5
S400 00 each
•Oak End Table $200 00
DISH NETWORK
for set
Americas top 50 channels
Cash only
for $24 99 Price guaran(731)232-8387
teed until January 2005
Why not put the extra 4
Piece White Millennium
money you pay cable in Bedroom Suite Good conyour pocket? Call Beasley dition
Call 767-9099
Antenna & Satellite for
Phillips
•60Big Screen
more information at 759TV $1,300
0901
*Old Buffet S100
OLD Computer for sale *Matching Table & p.i5airs
Serious offers only Call $100
759-9215 it interested
(270) 339-6789
CASH paid for
good used guns
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S 12th Murray

160
Home Furnishings

Help Wanted

AREAS Largest RV Deale

THE BOOK RACK

NOTICE
All stored items in storage units 20,
34,67,& 83 at G & W Storage 94 East
Hwy. at 280, Murray, KY 42071 have
been abandoned and of all charges for
storage units 20, 34, 67 & 83 are not
paid in full on or before March 15th,
2003, G & W Storage will have legal
possession of all items. A sale date for
said items in storage will be posted at
a later date.

VISA

EARLY American Broyhil
chair, loveseat. sleepersofa. Earth tones. excellent condition. $550 obo
753-9388
210
Firewood
FIREWOOD

489-.2989

220
Musical
*BALDWIN Acrosonic
Piano $950
•Antique
Steck
Baby
Grand Piano $6.000
*Console Piano $450
(270) 339-6789
270
Mobile Homes For Sale

1993 Southridge 16x72
2BR. 2Bath. new carpet.
Front/Back Decks, Excellent c411ditiOn Lot 234 Riviera Courts, Murray (270)
522-9957 Asking S14.900

I

LOU

Mobile Homes For Rent

2 Bedroom. No pets 7539866 For rent or sale
2 BR, 2 Bath S28500
753-6012
AVAILABLE April 1ST
NICE 16x80 3br. 2 bath.
on private lot close to
town All appliances furnished 5450 per month
$450. deposit. 753-7930 or
210-2728

28R Duplex at 1300 Valleywood Dr $375 per
month 761-9113
2BR , Duplex C/H/A
Coleman RE 759-4118
3 Bedroom Duplex 0 311
Call
Cambridge Drive
763-3966 No pets
3BR. 2b. C/H/A, $600
month
deposit. 1 year
lease. 1600 N Oak Hill
752-0296
4 new lbr Apts on Brooklyn Dr. University Heights
All appliances fully furnished 6 or 12 month lease,
$375 Deposit Available
April 1st Call or leave
message (270)435-4382
4br, Diuguid Drive Coleman RE 759-4118
DUPLEX clean & Redecorated in quiet area near
University & grocery. appliances $375 per month
753-0096
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N 16th St
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $3451 month Call
753-1970 Leave Message. Equal Housing Opportunity
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for
1 & 2br units Rent based
on income Mobility impairment accessible Phone
492-8721 Mon & Thurs
10-12am TDD No
1-800-648-6056
Equal
Housing Opportunity

Apartments For Rent
NEAR University-Extra,
large 213;IR apt Large living room Kitchen-dinette
combo. Central elec. H/A.
1 OR 2br apts near down- Range. refrigerator,
distown Murray starting at
poser. dtshwasher,washerS200/mo. 753-4109
dryer hookup $200 De1 year old 3 Bedroom, 2 posit-S350
Mo. ($250 1st
Bath, All appliance & mo.) 753-4560 M-F 9-5
Washer & Dryer (270)
NICE 2br furnished apt
753-7903 or 753-7813.
CI-CA Close to MSU
1, 2 & 3Pedroom Apts
Coleman RE 759-4118
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
1 Bedroom apartment nea
MSU No pets 753-5980

902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD 51-800-648-6056
1-2, 3br apts furnished.
near MSU 753-1252 or
753-0606
1549-B Mockingbird Dr
3br. 3 bath. large 2 car garage, very nice, very large
Exclusive $725. with deposit_ 753-5344 or 5599970
1 br apartment. furnished
and all utilities paid 5285
month plus deposit. Near
downtown. 753-3646
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty. 753-4444,
1BR. 1 bath 11.2 blocks
from MSU 5195 plus
deposit No pets References required Daytime-753-3949 ASH- 759-3050
2 Bedroom apartment
$260 per month, $200
deposit
some utilities
paid WD available No
pets 767-9037
2 Bedroom Townhouses
$300 00 month
Also 3 bedroom, very nice
Townhouse, all appliances. Coleman RE 7594118
2 BR Duplex, good neighborhood.
5385 00
MonthIS385 00 deposit, no
pets. 435-4003
2 BR. 2 Bath apartment in
Cambndge II. all appliances furnished 5475 + deposit 345-2777 762-0040
flays
2-2 Bedroom Duplexes.
clean, appliances 4365685.
2BR / bath Brick Duplex
With carportd Close to campus Very clean and decorated in neutral colors including new faux paint finishes and new wallpaper
$450'mo with one year
lease and $450 security
.2
de
tp
a.6
oscom
it Call 759-4127 or
28R NEAR MSU118
Coleman RE

RED OAKS APTS.

Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325

Call Today!
753-8668.
VERY roomy 28R. 2Ba
with garage, appliances
furnished. 1 year lease. 1
month deposit. no pets
Call 753-2905
Houses For Rent
2 Bedroom. C 't-i; A. Washer & Dryer Hook-up, no
pets $550 month + 1
month deposit 753-2259
or 527-8174
2;3BR 2 Bath Hwy 80 &
Wadesboro
Road
$350p,mo 489-2617
2BR. lb. CH A. $500
month .deposit. 1 year
lease. 1703 Ryan 7520296
3 BR House $650 per
month deposit -.reference
required 753-4109 after
5 00 p m
COZY Cottage on KY
Lake with beautiful view,
Dock. Deep water $375
month. Washer & Dryer included 435-4010
FOR Rent in 'Hardin, -3
bedroom brick house. • 2
bath. fully carpeted, large
yard, gas heat. rent $375
month plus deposit Cat
731-885-0436 for
pointment to s'Oe A
March 8
HAZEL 2br $300 a mon
Deposit, lease. references
492-8526
REMODELED

38R, all

i$ Rented $$
TI-4E Summit-Panama City
Beach. FL Gull- front
Condo. sleeps 6. i1th
floor, 2 pools. arcade and
more Beautiful unit waiting for you Must be 25 to
make reservations I D re-..
guired Cat Jufie at 7679199 for rates and save

WEDNESDAY MARCH 5, 2003
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torses Rentals

CREEKVtEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom s Grille
759-4081
CREEKVIEW STORAGE $20440 On Center Drive.
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
ALL SIZE t NITS
AVAILABLE

753-3853
PREMIER MIN1STORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
•Heated Boat S
RV Storage

EASTSIDE

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
Pets & Supphes

L

490

440
Lots For Sale

Used Cars

I

LOTS tor sale on Hwy
280 and Reiman Rd east
of Murray Some directly
across from East Elementary For more information
call 753-8151 or 753-5978

I

96 FORD TAURUS
Real nice well serviced
52 738 actual miles can
be seen at 1564 Mockingbird or call 753-3219
Priced at $4,800
00

arras For Selo
FOR Sale
Dark Fire Tobacco Barn
10 x20 45 tt tia crown
Si500 Call Dan 871-4131

460
Homes For Sale

Used Trucks
1983 Chevy Blazer, 4WD
Full-size, New Trans New
Mtr. $2000 080 436
2173
1993 Chevrolet Silverado,
4x4, 3/4 ton $4000 obo
492-8755

1 12 Story, 5 BR, Frame
96 F250 4X4. Heavy Duty
House
Gilbert & 3rd
Truck, 410 gear ratio. C-6
Street,
Hazel,
KY.
transmission, 351 engine
$18,000 489-2174, 489$5,800 (270) 767-9761
2363.
Llae or Night
3 Bedroom Duplex for *97 Chevrolet Extend cab
sale. 1701 Haven Meadow 350 motor, 79,000mi.
Cl Call 75Q-11528
excicond
loaded
3 Bedroom/2 Bath 1600 $13.400 OBO.
sq ft. on 2 wooded acres, *97 Nissan Pathfinder,
quiet setting, North of Mur- 4x4, loaded. 67.600 miles.
ray. 10x20 Front Porch, excicond.
sell.
Must
12x12 deck. 753-4690. $13,500
753080
Leave Message
0434)519-4349
WO, 2 story w/wrap
oorch. 3br, 3 bath. 3220 sq
tired to sell your
rt on 5 acres in Marshall
house?
County, custom cabinets
throughout, Relocating.

Call us we will be
glad to help.

354•97e3HOUSE & Horse Farm for
sale. Lynnville, KY area
382-2600.

Murray Ledger & Times

270-753-1916
AKC 4 month old, Smal
Red
miniature,
Male
Dachshund. will make a
good pet or stud dog
From excellent bloodlines.
$150.00. 753-7728.
DOG Obedience.
Master Trainer.
436-2858
MINIATURE Pinchers, 7
weeks old, Champion
Flipdrilinp (731) 5414-1023
PEG'S Dog Grooming
M-F 753-2915
390

DISCOVER THE ALTERNATIVE
Our Otter to You is Great Rates with Maximum Flexibility
•Competitive fixed and adjustable interest rates
•Multiple no money down programs
•No income/no asset verification
programs priced at conventional rates.
\LAKE THINGS EASIER ON YOURSELF CALL OR STOP IN AND ONE
OF OUR FRIENDLY LOAN ORIGINATORS WILL DO THE REST

Global Mortgage Link
Gerry Puckett•Jacquelyn Watson •Patty Butler
753-7497 • Ill N. 12th St. Suite B

Livestock & Supplies
REG. Black Angus Bull.
3yr. Bo Pat Architect
Breeding. 753-8965.
WANT to buy good trail
ridden
Quarter Horse
Gelding 14.2 to 15 hands.
437-4519 or 522-3077
it00
Yard Sale

1

431 Real Estate

COMPLETE AUCTION
SERVICE
Wayne Wilson
Real Estate Broker
270-753-5086
Roger Stubblefield
Auctioneer
270-527-2931

HOUSE For Sale: 402/404
S. 6th Street. Great rental
investment, recently updated with (2) living quarters. 753-8181. 753-0589.

Sport Utility Vehicles
1990 4-Runner

Alpine Cd,
Ultra Wheels, AC
753-1606
1996 Blazer S-10 2dr, 4
wheel drive, white with
gray cloth, high mileage
but too many new parts to
list. $5,800. OBO. 7593190

Used Cars
1989 Nissan Sentra. High
miles, great campus car.
must sell. $750.00,
767-9609.

Lenora loved the COMMIIVICE Of
aeherti,ing her garage 9ale in the

Ledger a Times
Classifieds
270-753-1916

*1995 Chrysler Sebring,
Green, 85,000mi, sporty,
CD. $4,800.
01999 Oldsmobile Bravada, Black, 30,000mi, Warranty, Loaded. Sun roof.
$17.200. 753-3577. 2103370.

530

Campers
1990 Pace Arrow motor
home, 34 ft. Excellent condition, very clean, well
maintained. 65k miles. 12
mo. warranty. Sleeps 6. 2
NC, 35K BTU furnace
Microwave.
Generator.
gas range, range hood,
oven. 8 cu. ft. refrig./ freezer. 2 twin beds corm to
king bed. Front and rear
color TV. AM/FM cassette
- stereo, 10 disc CD player.
VCR, TV antenna, satellite
ready. Large bathroom
with tub/shower. New tires
Price $23.999._ (270)759x102
(Days)
1600
(270)436-2983 (Evenings
weekends)
530
Services Offered
hauling
A
affordable
cleaning out garages, at
tics, gutters, junk, tree
work. 436-5141.
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAUi
ING cleaning out shed gutters, junk, tree wor436-2867.
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates

Your Home Improvement Headquarters

ices Offered

AAA CUSTOM BUILT.

ROOF
REPAIRS

Decks. Home Additions,
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding.
Garages, Pole Barns', Metal Buildings, Fencing
Quality Workmanship
Licensed
753.7860 753-1194
AFFORDABLE Mower repair, tillers, go carts, etc
Free Pickup, Delivery
436-2867

Dm id's Cleaning
Services

Complete new rooting
Metal rubber shingles
tor R.rompt
i nil ‘en

'Vinyl Siding &-Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick •All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveway

Hazel 492-8688
Puryear 247-3086

Window
Treatments, Cushions, Pillows, Home Decor items
Also offering custom made
clothing and monogramming Sewing by Steven
753-6361

David Borders

SHUPE Nurseries
Landscaping & Design
service
Sedalia KY
(270),32R-84M

ALL CARPENTRY

eitt

Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment.
Free estimates
753-5484
WANTED
Yards to Mow.
All Yards will be Pushed
Mowed.
If interested Call.
753-8101
Rabbits for sale.

ALTERNATOR & Starter
Repairs. Corner of 94E,Inrristria1 Rd 339-9358
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel.,
whrte rock
436-2113
BRANDON'S Outdoor
Services.
LawrrMulch•Shrubs
*Bush Hogging•Titling.
(270)436-5277.
CARPORTS Starting at
$675. installed. Roy Hill
(270)436-2113.

David's Home
Improvement

Will Do Insurance Work

731-247-5422

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured. 489-2839.

HANDYMAN Carpenter.
All types.
Call (270) 519-8570(cell)
753-5848
Donald Simmons

HAULING
Cleaning out garages,
sheds, carport atics,
and storage.
753-2555
Luke Lamb

4 Bigger Selection -A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy

proves to be a friend.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday,
March 6, 2003:
Sometimes you don't realize your value.
Work on building self,confidence and
heading in a new direction. Evaluate
what would help you feel better about
yourself. Consider your options carefully. Don't always opt for easy. Take risks
a little more frequently, and you'll greet
more success. You gain insight into who
you are. If you are single, you will meet
an important person this year. This bond
develops'on a romantic level. If you are
attached, be more vulnerable, aiming for
more of what you need or want as a couple Socialize more together. TAURUS

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
4-Positive;
5-Dynamic;
3-Average: 2-So_so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Work with the unpredictable.
You will find a friend to be instrumental
and direct in your dealings together. Take
charge at work. Actually, others appreciate your strong stand. Review projects
that are in progress. Survey opinions, but
you make the decisions. Tonight: Your
treat.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Assess rather than act. Take your
time assessing and getting to the bottom

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

515.95'
'Or most cars A truck

houSe oil only)

(We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires.)

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96

East Main Street • 753-5606

FROM PLUMBERS' VANS TO PETERBILTS
...AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN
We know that different businesses have different commercial vehicle insurance
needs By offering flexible policies from Progressive, we give you the added advantage of the industry s most innovative, hassle-free service. including
*Immediate Response claims service
.24/7 policy service
•Flexible coverage and billinOoptions
So whether you do iobs around town or business around the state call us for the
coverage you need

WILLIS INSURANCE,INC.
Dale
PRIX/Rai/YE
201 N. 5th Street • Murray, KY 42071 • 270-753-8485
.
A .
m ppm,mumfurf

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon -Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
JO. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

CONTRACTING

994-0388

CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD • CARPET

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?

WE DO!

4 `2rs7
Ex7
pe
2
rit
e3ncei
Over 37

Visit Our Showroom Today

r-

0
0
0
•
0

•
5CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD. CARPET

STEVE VIDMER

Starting at $12,500
Price includes water, septic &
driveway. Also land home packages.

BANKRUPTCY
DIVORCE/CUSTODY/S1UPPORT
CRIMINALITRAFFICID1UI
PERSONAL INJURY

753-1752

AHART & CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION

THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

Also top soil and gravel.

&ear Atte*

437-4838 or
559-4986

41.1.

WATERPROOFING
&'SEPTIC SYSTEMS

Landscape Installation & Maintenance
Lawn Mowing •Sodding
- Service Contracts Available -

•Roof Drains. Diversions. and Rip Rap Installed
•Septic Systems & Sewer Lines Installed & Repaired

,1 I

ale

Phone 759-8705
Cell Phone 836-7389
Owner: Landon Barrow

of the problem. Review . it carefully,
understanding what might need to happen. Your willingness to explore new
ideas defines you as a winner. Tonight:
Nap and then decide.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You could be taken aback by an
associate's assertiveness. Get used to this
pattern, as this. person is on a roll for a
while. Perhaps the challenge is how to
incorporate this high energy into your

100 Fox Meadows Lot C-2
Friday & Saturday
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
SEWERS - Huge Sale lots of fabric.
patterns, trims, crafts, notions, Holley
Lock Serger, work station etc.
759-2153

•Basements and Crawlspace Dewatering

&G.

(270)759-1515
Serring KE TX 41 II. Since /979

Check us out on the Web!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** •Reach out for others. In fact,
someone depends on you finding the
right answers. You might need to do
more_ exploring and seek out unusual
solutions. Avoid a tendency toward rigidity, and you'll accomplish more. Tonight:
Follow the crowd.

CHURCH GROUP
YARD SALE
203 S. 4th St. - in
Basement
Thurs. 6th & Fri. 7th
9 a.m.-2 p.m.
Furniture, lots of
clothes(kids &
Adults) toys,
books, lots of misc.
Something
everyone

•
,
GET YOUR GARAGE

Lamm& larndlicapissig

f;

YARD SALE

Law Office of

General Practice ofLaw Including:

ropt,, op, A

Check us out
on the web!

Quality References Available

LOTS FOR SALE

BARROW'S

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Custom Remodeling, Additions,
Restorations, Ceramic Tile ,
Custom Bathrooms, Hardwood Floors
All Types of Roofing and Skylights

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

Wiggins Furniture

Free Servic
ir 270-753-2555
(400-611-6854
=Luke Lamb
i,

hwy 641.1-1I2 Mites South DI Murray to Torn Taylor Road. Right 150: yards.

270-437-4838

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064• 270-247-8444

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

767-9036

DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and Remodeling. Quality Work
Over 30 Years Experience. Gerald Walters. 7532592.

David Gallimore, Owner

Phone (270)767-0313
12701 527-7176

GENERAL

WALTERS
CONTRACTING

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Tom (VAINICE

JOHNNY-WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•Intenor & Extenor
•Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
'No job too small
'Free estimates
Please call 753-8858.

Order by 11
&
pick up next day.
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

)

SUREWAY
TREE-SERVICE

Homes. add _cols.
garages.
pole barns, decks
vinyl siding
H6me & Mobile Home
repair
Water damage
Larry Nimmo
753-9372
753-0353

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.

"We Specialize in Cleanjug'

CARTER
ROOFING

AFFORDABLE

Visa & Mastercard Accepted

510

2000 Kia Sephia, 4dr, LS,
Loaded, 27K, $4,500. 5273278.

1,30
Services Offered

SALE GOING!
ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE
1x2 ad 2.5_Walt1211AX$8.00
1 insertion
$13.00
816.00

2 insertions
3 insertions
Ads must be -paid in advance

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
Classified Department

Cinema International
continues with 'Life and
Debt'Thursday-Saturday

The Spring 2003 semester's and is in English, with Kincaid narCinema International continues with rating. The film will be shown in the
a 2001 film from the U.S. and Curris Center Theater Thursday
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Jamaica,"Life and Debt." Based on through Saturday evenings, March
**** Your spending could go a bit
the book, "A Small Place" by 6-8. Admission is free.
overboard in the next few months. The
Cinema International films are
Kincaid, the film explores
Jamaica
unexpected works for you, not against
you. Emphasize greater security and your protests against the International sponsored by the Institute for
family life. Deal with others in a more Monetary Fund and the World Bank, International Studies, the office of
creative fashion. Do a better job of lis- and whether globalization is good the provost, the office of student
affairs, all five academic colleges at
for everyone in the world.
tening. Tonight: Put your feet up.
Kincaid and former Prime MSU, the departments of modern
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You have unusually high ener- Minister Michael Manley, among languages, psychology, history, and
gy and want to make a difference. Deal others, tell the story from the per- English and philosophy, the Foreign
with family head-on,establishing a better spective of a third-world island Language Club, Alpha Mu Gamma,
sense of well-being. You will want to nation. They explain the complex Phi Alpha Theta and the Student
make a difference with your choices. workings of global economic forces Government Association. The proEstablish more trust between you and in -siiiittle comprehensive_ English_ gram is supported in -part by the
those in your immediate circle. Tonight:
and who a side of Jamaica that isn't Cultural Services of the French
•
-Play away.
Embassy and the French Ministry of
seen on a Carnival tour,
'AQUARIUS (Jan.'20-Feb.j8)- .
-minute
film
is
not
rated
Culture.
The
86
• ***** Speak yew mind, asking
appropriate questions. Also be willing to,
answer to someone in your immediate
environment. This person might not have
the same agenda as you. Discuss feelings
If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
of frustration and a need for a change
Can KATHRYN OUTLAND
Tonight: Schedule an early dinner.
AT 753-3079
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
OR
**** You could still be juggling your
SYLVIA SANERT
finances with the hope of getting a perAT 759-9219
sonal matter under control. Not everyCOMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE
thing is as you would like it to be. You
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME
need to take an action for others to follow
your direction. Sometimes a soft style
We want to bring you gifts from many of our
doesn't go far Tonight: Make an effort
business and professional people. It's their way of
toward a sibling or friend.

work, goals and day-to-day life. This
person plays a significant role in your
life. Tonight: Detach, if possible
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Take a stand and make a new
beginning. Review a matter that is close
to your heart. A partner pushes you hard.
This- person or several others are likely to
express exactly what is on their minds.
You,too, tell it like it is. Tonight: Leader
of the gang.
•. -LEO (July, 23-Aug. 22). i** Take charge with a personal matter Be the Leader here. You Might be
taken.aback by someone's assertiveness
at work. A. partner or associate has a way.
of tossing reality into the air. Your strong
drive keeps you heading In a new direction. Gather a. new 'view. Tonight: Do'
something mentally relaxing.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** What you perceive as thoughtfulness might be taken as pushy by
someone else. Perhaps you should revise
your approach and change your style if
you want someone to hear your message.
Your strong dnve takes you in a new
direction. Tonight: Let another make the
first overture.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Understand what could happen
in your immediate circle if you don't
calm down and stop taking out your frus- BORN TODAY
tration on them. Reach' out for others Writer Elizabeth Barrett Browning
calmly and patiently. You might need to (1806), Sen. Christopher Bond (1939),
do more listening than talking. Thnight:. NBA Lakers cenier Shaquille O'Neal
(1972)
Keep working with others.

saying, `!We are glad you hayed moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
9
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS since 1946
Over 50 years!

DR. GOTT
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LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

SlOref S were Cites Howard for
ol10 years ago
DEAR READERS:In the hope - meat from his bed, coordinate
Murray Middle School Chess kway and Dale Dunifer for North
that it will raise awareness medical care and all the rest of
DEAR DR. GOTT Five years ago.
about the rights of people with the skills that life on his own players are pictured with the trophy Marshall
at age 67, I was diagnosed with modBirths reported include a girl to
disabilities, I am continuing the will involve.
they won at the WKU Scholastic
erate osteoporosis and was placed on
Abby, he needs intervention and Chess Championships at Bowling the Rev. and Mrs. Roger Joseph.
subject of yesterday's column.
weekly Fosamax therapy. A recent
possibly legal services. These are..
Green. Players were Mark Stockton. March I.
bone density test showed that my
DEAR ABBY: I'm writing about hated in the phone Wait under headMr and Mrs. C.E. Cain were,
Nathan Hughes, Joe McKeel, Chad
osteoporosis has regressed; my bones
"Kent," the 40-year-old man, bedrid- ings such as "disability services' and
marriedtor 50 years Feb. 26.
Delaney.
'Brandon
Kellie.
Stephen
are now normal.
even
"legal
aid."
den with muscular dystrophy, who
40 years ago
My primary care physician wants
CA'rHRYN Breeding, Darren Keel, Richard
asked his friend,"Vic," to arrange his
me to continue the medicine, but my make her ill; yet he agreed that not first sexual experience. His deeply
IN DANNVILLE,CALIF. Blalock, Matt Clemson, Scott HolMurray-Calloway County Indusorthopedist said 1 could stop it. Which taking it would be dangerous.
religious parents were offended and
trial Foundation. Inc., is now
brook and David Crouch.
doctor should I listen to?
At that point, Dr. White proved his now refuse to allow him any contact
Births reported include a girl to formed with a capitalization of
DEAR CATHRYN: When I
DEAR READER: There is an old clinical superiority and did something with his friend.
April
and Brett Willie, Feb. 27, a S160.850. according to the Murray
answered the letter from "Vic," I
story about Paul Dudley White, a bril- the socialite's doctors hadn't even
Abby, those parents have a right did not
realize
that
what
the
girl
to
Virginia nd Michael Yoder Chamber of Commerce. The first
liant and legendary Boston cardiolo- considered. He advised the patient to to determine what happens in their
gist. Many years ago, at the peak of cut the digitalis pills in half! Problem home. While the son lives there, he parents are doing could be and a girl to Joan and Howard meeting will be March 19 in the
courtroom of Calloway County
his career, he was asked to make a solved. The woman ended up receiv- should respect the rules of the interpreted as abuse. I want to Wade, Feb. 28.
thank you and my other readers
Courthouse.
housecall on a very rich socialite in ing the lesser dosage and lived to a house. This is called respect!
years
ago
20
for pointing that out.
New York City. Her physicians were ripe old age. Sometimes, particularly
MARGE
In the Fourth District High
Published is a picture of Marat their wit's ends because, although in medical practice, common sense
IN CLARKS'VILLE,TENN.
School Basketball Tournament at
_ _
shall
Gordon,
chairman
of
the
MurDEAR
ABBY:
"Vic"
deserves
a
_
the woman needed digitalis therapy does make sense.
inedatfor what he did for his friend. ray-Cattoway County- Economic- Murray _State.C6Ilege. North Marfor her heart disease, the drug — in a
Back to the osteoporosis issue.
- - DEAR MARGE:Respect should My husband and I are disabled with Development Corp., outlining fi- sha!! Jets won over Calloway Lakdose of one pill per day — made her
At your age, your bones will lose a work both ways. Those parents different
very ill. The doctors needed to know if significant amount of calcium and, could learn a lot from meeting stantly disabilities. We must con- nancing mechanisms developed by ers and ttantOri Indians over Dougdeal with people who think' the group for industrial growth here. las Bulldogs. High team scorers
some alternative would be appropri- without therapy, your osteoporosis other parents of adult children we
should give up our freedom.
ate. The patient begged Dr. White to could well re-emerge. On the other with disabilities. Read on:
World Day of Prayer Program. were Gerald Barnett for Jets, Larry
Thank you for printing that letter. If
visit her and gladly offered to pay him hand, I agree with your orthopedic
sponsored
by Church Women Riley for Lakers. John Niemi for Inanyone can
for his time, travel expenses and con- specialist that weekly Fosamax is
DEAR ABBY: I am a social that adults get the public to realize United of Murray and Calloway dians and Lewis Perry for Bulldogs.
with
disabilities
need
to
sulting fee.
probably more than you require. worker and advocate for individuals be regarded as
County, will be March 8 at Martin's
50 years ago
The cardiologist arrived at her Therefore, I suggest a compromise a with disabilities. What was beings, it's you. worthwhile human
Chapel
United
Methodist
Church.
John Howard Morgan, Gerald
townhouse, questioned her, per- la Dr. White. Cut back your Fosamax described in the letter is abuse on
"X" IN CALIFORNIA Officers are Eloise King, Mildred Dodd Alton and Thomas Clark Coformed an appropriate examination to one pill every three or four weeks. the part of the parents and should
Smith, Lorraine Maggard and boon have been inducted into the
and noted that the digitalis did truly This should stabilize your bone calci- be reported to adult protective serDEAR X: In addition to the Blanche Titsworth.
caretakimmediately.
"Kent's"
vices
Untied States Armed Forces.
um concentration. You must be moniletters I have printed, I have
30 years ago
In the Fourth District High
tored with a bone density exam every ers have violated his religious and received many in which the
_Published is a picture., of O.B. School Basketball Tournament at
year. If your density falls, you can sexual rights as a human being, writers poured out their hearts
increase your Fosamax. If your bones and this could be considered false about the isolation they feel Boone Jr., scoutmaster of Boy Murray State College Hazel Lions
remain strong, a further reduction in imprisonment. Practices like these because of their disabilities. Scout Troop 77 for the past seven won over Benton Indians and Harthe drug's dosage might be in order. are often only the tip of the iceberg. They want to love and be loved, years, being presented an "Out- din Eagles won over Lynn Grove
Ask your primary care physician if he Being a caretaker is about helping to be recognized as having standing Service Award" Lyle UnWildcats.
someone live, not forcing one's
would endorse this approach.
something positive to offer to derwood, chairman of the board of
on another.
Published is a picture of the offiTo give you related information, I beliefs and practices JOSE,CALIF. those around them. Everyone the First
FURIOUS
IN
SAN
Christian
Church.
cers
of the Lynn Grove High School
am sending you a copy of my Health
has different qualities that
In the Fourth District High Chapter of Future Farmers of Amermake
them
unique
and
special,
(March,2003)
DEAR ABBY: It is illegal to
Report "Osteoporosis." Other readers
School Basketball Tournament be- ica. They are Bobby Frank Pickard.
who would like a copy should send a prevent an adult dependent from In today's world, people with ing played at Murray State UniverBobby Kemp, Glenn Eaker, Max
disabilities
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
have
rights
—
and
long, self-addressed, stamped enve- having consensual sex or seeing
sity Sports Arena, Calloway Lakers Rogers, Billy Perry and Johnny
being
recognized
as
a
sexual
Fixed Annuity
would
not
be
the
friends.
(This
lope and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box
won over North Marshall Jet, High West with C.W. Jones. adviser
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure to' case if the woman had charged for being is only one of them.
This competitive interest rate is guarher
services
—
which
she
did
not.
mention
the
title.
anteed for one year upon issue and
TODAY IN HISTORY
CONTRACT BRIDGE
is subject to change on policy
DEAR DR. GOTT: I walk on the If she had, the parents would have
activiright
to
prohibit
"illegal
the
anniversary dates However, regard
stairs in my house. I am 80 years old
South dealer.
one table — were reached. These, of
By The Associated Press
less of rate changes over the year,,,
and believe that this exercise is bene- ties* in their home.)
course, had no chance, since there
Southern Farm Bureau Life guaranToday is Ash Wednesday, March
Facility accreditation statutes pro- East-West vulnerable.
ficial.
However,
my
wife
is
concerned
tees the rate will never decrease
NORTH
was no way to reach the South hand 5, the 64th day of 2003. There are
that 15 stairs will tax my heart. I hope hibit such restrictions, but often it is
below 3.00%. Since early surrender
..AQJ 8 7 6 3
to run the club suit.
attention
of
the
not
brought
to
the
301 days left in the year.
you
can
comment.
call
for
details.
charges apply, please
•A Q J 5 2
At one table, North came close to
local human services department.
Today's Highlight in History:
DEAR READER: Climbing 15 stairs Thank you for addressing this, Abby.
•8
making six spades after East led a
Fifty years ago. on March -5,
at a brisk rate will not injure your
DISABILITY ADVOCATE
* -diamond. West won the jack with the
heart, even if you have coronary
1953.
Soviet dictator Josef Stalin
IN IOWA
WEST
EAST
queen and tried to cash the ace,
Hwy. 121
blockage. If you are symptom-free,
died
at
age 73 after 29 years in
•
K
9
•
10 5 4
which North ruffed. Declarer then
Bypass
you can safely continue the practice.
power.
DEAR ABBY: What do these
V10
3
9K
9
8
7
6
played
the
A-Q
of
hearts,
covered
by
You might even consider performing
753-4703
On this date:
happen to their
•10 3 2
the king and ruffed with dummy's
this exercise two or three times a day. parents think will "Kent" needs •AQ9764
Ad ii99ANN006
son when they die?
In 1770, the Boston Massacre
+874
+36
only trump. South discarded his
to start learning to hire and deal
SOUTH
remaining two heart losers on two of took place as British soldiers who'd
Copyright 2003 \ paper Enterprise Assn
with attendants, manage an apart•2
dummy's winners, but eventually been taunted by a crowd of colo•4
lost a trick to West's king of spades nists opened fire, killing five peoA 1IV"c C7)1IVI I
•K J 5
and another to East's ten (which ple.
+A K Q 1095 3 2
became promoted) for down two.
In 1868, the Senate was organE3I_CONIDIE
The bidding:
At another table, South opened ized into a Court of Impeachment to
South
West
North East
with five clubs, a bid sanctioned by decide charges against President
5+
SAE JUST SPOILED
Pass
Pass(!) Pass
OH DARLING,ITS
this writer as the one that best.
-Andrew -Johnson
ONE OF T'liilE BEST
SO WONDERPUL
Opening lead — ten of hearts.
describes South's hand. North who
ROTTEN MOOOS
TO SEE YOU, -1963, country music performhad been contemplating how he was
I'VE EVER HAD'
ers
Patsy
Cline,'
.
'Cowboy"
Copas
This remarkable deal occurred in
going to describe his own 7-5 distria pair championship at the 2002 bution, now looked at his hand in an and "Hawkshaw" Hawkins died in a
Summer North America Champi- entirely different light. South's bid plane crash near Camden. Tenn.
In 1982, comedian John fielushi
onships in Washington, D.C. Not showed a hand that was within two
surprisingly, given the North-South
tricks of making five clubs, and was found dead of a drug overdose
hands, the deal produced a wide variNorth had two aces. So North bit the in a rented bungalow in Hollywood:
ety of results. It also produced a great bullet and passed!
he was 33.
buzz among the players at the sesSouth played carefully after West
In 1_986,iniebanon Islamic Jision's end, with each pair having its led the heart ten. Declarer took had issued a statement saying it had
own tale — mostly of a hair-raising dummy's ace, returned the queen and "executed" French hostage Michel
bidding sequence followed by unmit- ruffed East's king. South then drew Seurat, who had been abducted
aligated disaster — to tell.
trumps, crossed to the ace of spades, most a year
4CATHIV
earlier.
At the tables where South elected
discarded a diamond on the heart
Five years ago: Details of Presito open one club, there followed a jack and so lost only two diamonds
FOR
dent
Clinton's deposition testimony
series of spade and hem t bids by to make the contract.
-THE "REST ROOM*
in
the
Paula Jones sexual harassNorth,
and
numerous
club
rebids
by
North
was naturally gratified by
NOW,
ment case against him were pubPARDOK) (VIE
South.
Since
both
hands
had
great
the
result
—
which
was
worth
10
out
THE -BUSY ROOM"
WHILE I CALL
trick-taking potential, neither North of 12 match points — but greatly lished in The Washington Post.
SOME FRIENDS...
nor South was willing to quit bidding regretted never having gotten to prompting an angry denunciation
REPORT ON MY
until contracts of six spades or six
make a single bid with his hand. I from the president for the news
DATE 50 FAR._
notrump — even seven notrump at know, because I was North.
leak. NASA scientists said enough
THEN LOG ONTO
water was frozen in the loose soil of
THE WIRELESS
CROSSWORDS
the moon to support a lunar base
WEB AND SOLICIT
and perhaps, one day. a human col(MOMS FROM
35 Trim the grass
ACROSS
ony.
THE CA.08AL UNIfliers
Ocean
36
Answer to Previous Puzzle
VERSE OF WOMEN!
37 Ziti and
1 Lotion
;4 4-4 It 4 4.4 I
linguine
ingredient
HEM EITEMS EGG
39 Earth, in
5 Not there
VIII
combos
APO MCISON
9 Hagen of 'The
40 Baseball assn.
Other"
IFO Ft- ElE-1--r Ft cir WCIFIsIECID
BAGS
PRAM
JAN
Subscribe to the
41 Endure
12 Laser output
DA
ERN U
45 Hot and humid
13 Jeannie
- MI ill 11
1
MENACE
E
AX
49 Late spring
portrayer
IMPoRlAart-ESSON IN
MFFMFFF MFF FF
50 flower
o s
A S PEP AGEIS
14 Might
MEG
LIFE MEREDITH
15 Golden Rule
LOBS
[BAH
"SIENIEtz WE-THE.
MFFFF
PROV
ion
Home Delivery
word
MFFF
GEE
&LAND THAT
GillcUR
°QIN
L
rpeasnt
c
'
'
F
o
o
m
r
51
Show
16
3
mo.
.-..........--...."..$20.25
FF-F-De. Wu."
MFF
EXTEND RAG SS
52 Motel freebie
18 Mexican menu
6
mo.
$40.50
Workout
53
TAKEN
item,
CU
1
yr.
—.478.00
locale
20 Take off
UE113
FIJI
TICK
54 Famed loch
21 French adverb
KIM
PLEAS
Local Mail
HAS
55 Sole
22 Strike caller
Calloway Graves .4 Marth..81
EAEI
HARSH
YET
26 Lake near
$25.00
3 ono.
DOWN
Reno
$50.00
3-5 C 2003 United Fea ure Syndicate Inc
6 mo.
29 Workout center
$85.00
1 yr.
1 Touch
30 Ariz. neighbor
19 Good pilot
7 Danger color
2 Late-night
31 Cold — —
• Rest of KV/TN
22 Checkout ID
8 Mystery
host
icicle
Puryear,
tun.. A Pans
Ilb
party
to
Thurman
23
A
Ms
9
fodder
Horses'
3
with
32 Dwari
3Iwo.
$65.00
wds.)
(2
doily
a
Edge
10
Feeling
4
spectacles
6 mo.
$811.00
24 Lalique or
11 Skipper's okay
5 Kid's classic
33 Cornbread
1
yr
$110.00
Russo
Steal
Ferber
17
Writer
—
6
34 Map abbr.
GARFIELD
25 Arden and
Other Mail Subscriptions
11
1110
7
MI
Curie
1116
1113
4
1
3 mo.
$70.00
26 Pack firmly
'THE SIGN 15 A WORK OF
14
27 Movie canine
13
6 mo.
$85.00
12
FICTION. ANY RESEMBLANCE
28 Inventor
1 yr.
$130.00
BETWEEN IT ANC) ME IS
Geiger
"
1
—
17
16
15
PuRE.L.Y COINCIVENTAL.
29 Plant crops
Check
Money Order 111
32 Old PC
19
18
Visa
M/C
system
all

By Peter H. Gott, M.D

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?
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HAND, CHUCK!
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I'VE WORKEO
0IJT THE PiAsEBALL
504EOULE Ft1 OUR
TWO TEAMS,
CHUCK

ill
41

51
50g.
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aaa

33 Stipulation
35 Slander
36 Always. to
Whitman
38 Water source
39 Nervous
swallows
41 Shepard and
Spade
42 Wrinkle
remover
43 Glass bottle
44 Catch sight of
45 Label
46 Starfish arm
47 Electrical unit
48 Actor's
prompt
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Youth
Obesity Task
Force
addresses
heavy issue

Possible cancer causer appears in nutritious food
By LAURAN NEERGAARD
AP Medical Writer
BELTSVILLE. Md. (A13)— A possibly
cancer-causing substance appears not only in
popular fast foods, but in everyday, nutritious
staples, too, government scientists say.
Acrylarnide. is substance that at very high
dosesuses cancer in animals, made headlines last spring when Swedish, scientists discovered it lurking in popular foods like french
fries and chips.
High-carbohydrate foods cooked at very
high temperatures seem to contain far more
acrylamide than other foods.
But products with lower levels that are
eaten more frequently than junk-food snacks
— from vitamin-packed breakfast cereal to
toast and coffee — increase the U.S. population's overall exposure. the Food and Drug
Administration announced.
That means someone who dislikes fries but
guzzles coffee or eats cereal every morning
might eventually absorb as much as a fry-

lover, suggests the FDA's new computer
model.
Don't change your diet, FDA scientists
stressed. Cereals, for instance, are fortified
with vitamins and minerals that make them a
far better choice than many breakfast options
— especially since no one knows yet if acrylamide_reallyposes a cancer risk.to people
:
But as manufacturers hunt for ways to
remove the chemical from popular foods,"the
point of this is ... no one food is contributing
to the majority of the acrylamide" in the U.S.
diet, said FDA scientist Donna-Robie.
Removing it from a single-food type —
just fries or just cereal — would nudge overall
exposure down by less than a quarter, the
FDA's model estimated.
"There are going to be no quick fixes,"
added Robert Brown, a nutritionist at FritoLay Inc.. which is experimenting with acrylamide-lowering techniques. "We have a very
complex problem involving the entire food
supply."

Frito-Lay and Procter & Gamble outlined
Cooking increases the level in some other
some simple steps that might eventually foods. Soft bread, for instance, contains very
remove acrylamide from at least some foods, little acrylamide, but toasting more than
without risking safety or taste. Options quadruples the chemical level.
include adding the amino acid cysteine or
Other foods, such as milk, frozen vegetaminerals such as calcium that may block acryand meat, contain little or no acrylamide.
lamide formation, or changing cooking tech- bles
FDA, extrapolating from national diet
The
niques.
estimates that seven food types proba- .
studies,
"The ià1di,thiongh-Prelimiiiiry, looks
bly
account
for most exposure.
very encouraging," said FDA food chief
Fries and chips had the highest levels, from
Joseph Levitt.
The FDA and safety regulators worldwide 16 to 48 micrograms pex serving.
are studying how acrylamide gets into food
Other foods made the list with far lower
and if enough is there to pose any risk to peo- levels because so many people eat so much of
ple.
them:
Scientists have discovered that it forms
•Toast, at 9.8 micrograms per serving, and
when a naturally occurring amino acid called
soft bread. at 2.2.
asparagine is heated to very high temperatures
• Breakfast cereal, 7.3 micrograms.
— baking or frying, not boiling or microwavCookies, 6.6 micrograms.
•
ing — with certain sugars such as glucose.
•
Coffee,
2 micrograms.
Potatoes are especially rich in _both
Other popular foods, including pizza, have
asparagine and glucose, leading to the high
acrylamide levels in chips and fries.
yet to be measured for acrylamide.

By KEENA MILLER
Calloway County Youth Obesity
Task Force
Recent data collected by school
nurses in Calloway County show
that 15 percent of local fifth grade
students and 21 percent of sixth
grade students are considered
overweight or obese. That is above
the state average of 12 percent.
National statistics show that
more young children are becoming
overweight each year. Statistics
released from the Surgeon General
project that American families,
businesses and governments spent
approximately $117 billion on
obesity-related problems in 2000.
Just who are the stakeholders in
A pill-sized camera is making
candy improves in diagnosis of small bowel dis- patient's body in about 24 to 48 the night before and for two hours
this crisis? Obviously the child,
endoscopy
intestinal
easier
to
swalthe chances of eases, and, in some cases, it can pre- hours.
after swallowing the capsule.
but parents, physicians, schools
low. Patients coming to Murrayaccurate diagno- vent surgery by allowing us to visu"Once the data is returned, the
The capsule endoscopy will
and businesses also have a huge
sis of abnormali- alize problems of the small bowel." process of downloading the images greatly enhance patient satisfaction
investment in this issue. Why? Calloway County Hospital are now
ties of the small
The M2A Capsule, which is should take between two and three and comfort for the approximately
Because overweight children have - among the first in the nation to have
the next generation endoscopy by
intestine such as swallowed with a sip of water just hours," said Dr. Finch. "Once the 70 million Americans currently sufa 70 percent chance of becoming
swallowing a miniature camera.
Crohn's Disease, like a vitamin, travels painlessly images are downloaded, they are fering from gastrointestinal troubles,
obese adults.
The
M2A
Endosoepy,
Capsule
Celiac Disease, through the digestive tract capturing built into what is basically a video, but the M2A capsule may not be for
Obesity contributes to the risk
developed
by
Given
Imaging,
malabsorption, and transmitting video images to a and then we can explore the everyone.
Ltd
of diabetes, certain cancers, heart
and
approved
Food
by
and
the
Drug
and
intestinal recorder belt the size of a CD player patient's small intestine."
FOr more information about the
disease and osteoarthritis. In fact,
Administration in August 2001,
worn by the patient. About eight
tumors.
The M2A Capsule Endoscopy M2A Capsule Endoscopy, contact
Finch
overweight adolescents and chilallows direct visualization of the
"The
M2A honrs after swallowing the capsule, has been available at MCCH since Dr. Monte Finch, West Kentucky
dren are developing these adultsmall
intestine,
which
because
Endoscopy
Capsule
places
of
its
goes
we the data is downloaded from the January in Outpatient Surgery. Dr. Gastroenterology Center, located at
type diseases in childhood,mv
length,
20-foot
has
been
difficult
haven't
to
to
been
investigate
able
on
a recorder to a computer workstation Finch performs the procedure on a 719 Elm Street in Murray at 270On Feb. 26. House Bill
as
Murray-Calloway
killed without being heard by the access in the past. Unlike traditional routine basis," says Dr. Monte where a physician can view the referral basis. Prior to the M2A 759-4000,
Senate Committee to which it was endoscopic procedures, the MIA Finch, gastroenterologist on staff at results. The single-use, disposable Capsule Endoscopy procedure, County Hospital at 270-762-1167,
assigned. Sen. Dan Scum in Capsule is non-invasive and signifi- MCCH. "The procedure will aid us capsule passes naturally from the patients are simply required to fast or ask your physician.
essence decided the issue, without
presenting it to the committee.
This bill was introduced by Rep.
Tom Burch, D-Louisville. and
Rep. Tim Freeley, R-Crestwood,
for the 2003 Session of the
General Assembly and was aimed
at improving child health through
nutrition and physical activity.
The bill would have established
nutritional criteria for foods and
beverages that are sold in public
schools: banned the sale of soft
drinks in public elementary and
middle schools during the school
day; established training and continuing education requirememsforschool food service personnel; and
Trash
required daily physical activity to
Can
be phased in over time in public
elementary and middle schools.
32 gal.
Sen.
Seum,
R-Fairdale.
noo
explained his decision by stating
#75793
that these are local issues. These
are indeed local issues. Youth obe#71102
4 cubic ft.
sity in Calloway County is a local
issue. It is up to the parents and
Wheelbarrow
children to take action to end this
alarming trend.
What can we do? Often as par1897o:Milwaukee
Shallow Well
ents we tend to look to the schools
Select
Drill Kit
group
of
Sprinkler
to correct problems with our chil6 Ft. Fiberglass
18 -volt
dren. We believe our schools have
Pump
Ladders
a responsibility to provide a safe
1/2 h.p.
Below cost
and healthy environment for our
children. However, the school can#0522-21
not and should not be expected to
solve this community-wide issue.
All parents and stakeholders must
work together to improve the
lifestyles and health habits of our
'Some Items Excluded
children.
A group of Calloway County
citizens are concerned. A Youth
Obesity Task Force has been conUTL33 Digital
vened to address this issue. For
Multimeter
more information on this task

'Next Generation' endoscopy available at MCCH
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Study: Heart's
recovery after stress
test can predict risk
of related death
By The Associated Press
Doctors who use treadmill tests to
diagnose heart disease could better
predict the risk of death if they paid
more attention to what happens to a
patient's heart after he cir she steps
off the treadmill, a large study
found.
. Treadmill tests are given to millions of Americans each year. Their
hearts are analyzed while they walk
at a steadily increasing pace But
doctors concentrate almost entirely
on what happens while the patient is
actually exercising.
The decade-long study of more
than 29,000 patients showed that the
presence of irregular heartbeats in
the minutes after a treadmill test is a
better indicator of death within five
years than irregular heartbeats during the test itself. Experts predicted
the findings will lead doctors to
focus more on the way the heart
recovers from a workout.
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